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Abstract 
The microwave response of the superconducting state in equilibrium and 
non-equilibrium configurations was examined experimentally and analytically . 
Thin film superconductors were mostly studied in order to explore spatial 
effects. The response parameter measured was the surface impedance. 
For small microwave intensity the surface impedance at 10 GHz was meas-
ured for a variety of samples (mostly Sn) over a wide range of sample thickness 
and temperature. A detailed analysis based on the BCS theory was developed for 
calculating the surface impedance for general thickness and other experimental 
parameters. Ex-periment and theory agreed with each other to within the experi-
mental accuracy. Thus it was established that the samples, thin films as well as 
bulk, were well characterised at low microwave powers (near equilibrium) . 
Thin films were perturbed by a small de supercurrent and the effect on the 
superconducting order parameter and the quasiparticle response determined 
by measuring changes in the surface resistance (still at low microwave intensity 
and independent of it) due to .the induced current . The use of fully supercon-
ducting resonators enabled the measurement of very small changes in the sur-
face resistance ( < 10-9 0/ sq.). These experiments yield information regarding 
the dynamics of the order parameter and quasiparticle systems. For all the 
films studied the results could be described at temperatures near Tc by the 
thermodynamic depression of the order parameter due to the static current 
leading to a quadratic increase of the surface resistance with current. 
For the thinnest films the low temperature results were surprising in that 
the surface resistance decreased with increasing current. An explanation is pro-
posed according to which this dec r ease occurs due to an additional high fre-
quency quasiparticle current caused by the combined presence of both static 
and high frequency fields. For frequencies larger than the inverse of the quasi-
particle relaxation time this additional current is out of phase ( by 11) with the 
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microwave electric field and is observed as a de cre ase of Sill'face resistance . Cal-
culations agree quantitatively with experimental results. This is the first obs('r-
vation and explanation of tbjs non-equilibrium quasiparticle effect 
For thicker films of Sn, the low temperature surfac e resistance was found 
to increase with applied sta tic current. Jt is proposed that due to the sp?t ti al 
non -uniformity of the induc ed current distribution ac r oss the tb.i c ker ftlrns , th e 
above purely temporal analysis of the local qu asiparticle re spo ri se n eeds to be 
generalised to include space and time non-equilibrium effects 
The nonlinear interaction of microwaves arid superconducting films was u.1s o 
examined in il third set of experiments The surface imp edanc e of thin film s was 
m e asured as a function of the incident microwave m agnetic field . The exper i-
ments exp loit the ability to measure the absor bed microwave power and ap pl! c:d 
mic rowu,-e milgnetic fie ld absolutely. It was found t hat the applie d su.t fr.te e 
microwa\'e field could n ot b e rais ed above a c cc rtai r; t hre:: hold le'.'c] c.'. ¥lh :c'.1 :hr' 
absorption increase d abruptly. This critical field leve l r epres en~ ::; '-'· dynanic 
cri t.i ca! fi ~· l d and v,:as found to be associated 1Nith the p en etration of the app1'.-- ~ . 
fie ld inlo the fi lm a t value :o well belov.; th e the rmodynamic c r itlul '.'i E- ld fo r t.LE· 
configura t icn of a fi eld a pp lied to one sid e of t he fil m. The penet ~ ati on occur o: 
des pite t he the rmal stabili ty of the film ·which wa s une quivoca lly d 0:rn on s i. rn. i '.':d 
by exp eriment A new mechanism for such p enetration via the format ion or c·. 
vort ex-o.ntivortex pair is proposed The expe1' iment aJ r esults f v- Lhe t h inn est 
film s agreed with the calcul ated values of this pair gen er atio n fie ld The ob::>e r •: ·r 
tior:.s of increo.s ed transmiss ion at the critical field level and sup preo:s ion of th l' 
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The phenomenon of superconductivity is a manifestation of quantum 
mechanics on a macroscopic scale . As described in the BCS theory (Bl) super-
conductivity arises due to the condensation of pairs of electrons into a coherent 
macroscopic quantum mechanical state. As a consequence of this coherence 
superconductors possess several unique properties - one of which is the absence 
of resistance to current ftow. 
The pairing of electrons leads to the formation of a ground state which is 
separated in energy by a gap b. from a continuum of excited states. At ze ro tem-
perature electrons in a region near the Fermi level are paired and occupy the 
ground state. At a finite temperature some of the excited states are occupied by 
excitations called quasiparticles . The quasiparticles constitute an electronic gas 
like system which is in thermodynamic equilibrium with the condensed pairs. 
The two-component picture summarized above is a direct consequence of 
the BCS theory of the many-body interaction resulting in superconductivity and 
describes an astonishing range of phenomena when the quasiparticles and the 
pairs can be considered to be in equilibrium 
In situations where the quasipartide and pair systems are out of equili-
brium with each other and/or with the background lattice one might expect 
that the unique macroscopic quantum mechanical nature might manifest 
interesting feature s. The equilibrium BCS description would have to be modified 
in order to include non-equilibrium situations. This question has been the sub-
ject of intense research recently (Gl) resulting in the elucidation of a variety of 
interesting phenomena. 
Non-equlibrium situations are usually induced by an external (drive) per-
turbation and studied with a probe perturbation. The nature and amount of dis e-
quilibrium is determined by the strength of the drive and the lime scale of 
observation relative to the characteristic relaxation times of the system. Thus 
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non-equilibrium phenomena are intimately determined by time-dependent 
processes in the superconductor. 
Viewed in this context the study of effects due to time-dependent perturba-
tions (drive and probe) would seem to be ideal tools to examine non-equilibrium 
questions. While several investigations have been carried out in superconduc-
tivity , rather surprisingly a coherent picture has not emerged. A problem that 
has been studied extensively and yet lacks a satisfactory theoretical explanation 
(P l ) is the dependence on an applied static magnetic field of microwave absorp-
tion in bulk superconductors in the presence of a static magnetic field (see 
Ch.III) . Nonlinear effects at high frequencies have been sparsely examined. The 
stability of non-equilibrium states (Ch.10, 11 of Gl) promises to pose interesting 
problems for the future . 
The work reported here is the outcome of experimental and analytical 
investigations of the interaction of superconductors with high frequency radia-
tion in the microwave range. Recent progress in technology has enabled us to 
examine this interaction ·with greatly enhanced sensitivity, control and preci-
sion. The experiments utilise superconducting high Q ( 104 - 109) microwave cavi-
ties and have resulted in the measurement of changes in surfac e resistance as 
small as 10-9 O/ sq. ! ! The experimental configuration allows for the measure-
ment of absolute impedance (see later for definitions) and microwave power 
and field enabling us to arrive at quantitative conclusions. 
Three situations concerning the microwave superconductor interaction 
were examined : 
( 1) At low microwave intensity the transport parameter called surface 
impedance was measured for a variety of superconductors (Ch.II) This is an 
equilibrium configuration where the microwaves act as a probe of the supercon-
ducting state. The experimental results agreed with calculations based on the 
equilibrium BCS theory . This work forms an essential foundation to the subse-
quent investigations of non-equilibrium and nonlinear effects . 
(2) The effect of a static supercurrent on the surface resistance of thin 
superconducting films was examined. The microwave intensity was kept low and 
the results were independent of it.(Ch.III) The use of fully superconducting high 
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Q cavities enabled us to detect extremely small changes (.G 10-90 /sq.) in the 
surface resistance. 
Under certain conditions the results (increased surface resistance or 
absorption) could be described by thermodynamic (equilibrium) effects of the 
static current on the superconducting film . The observed quadratic increases of 
the surface resistance at high temperature (red. temp. t > 0. 9) could be 
explained by the mechanism of order parameter depression due to the static 
current. 
When the temperature was reduced ( t < 0. 9 for the thinnest Sn films 
d::;; 500A) a surprising result was obtained . The absorption decreased with 
increasing static current whereas equilibrium considerations (at low static 
current) only predict increases . lt was as if application of the static current 
resulted in "cooling" of the superconductor. lt was found that such an effect 
could be described by a non-thermal quasiparticle distribution function which is 
produced if there is both a static current and high frequency current. This gives 
rise to an additional quasiparticle current which is out of phase with the 
microwave electric field and results in reduced absorption. The microwaves 
cease to be a mere probe of the superconductor even though the resuits are 
independent of microwave field . This is the first observation of the non-
equilibrium quasiparticle distribution function effect described above. The 
results of this experiment also raise several important and interesting questions 
whose examination should yield further information regarding dynamic 
processes at short time scales ( ~ 10-10 sec). 
One interesting outcome of lhis investigation is the reinterpretation of 
measurements of this class (i.e . dependence of surface impedance on static 
magnetic field or currenl) as measurements of supercurrent and quasiparticle 
current components whose phases relative to the applied high frequency fields 
determi.ne whether the measured surface impedance increases or decreases. 
These components arise due to the action of the static and high frequency fields 
on the order parameter, density of states and quasiparticle energy spectrum. 
They are nonlinear versions of the well-known quasiparticle backfl.ow current (or 
"anti-backtfow" depending on phase) . 
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The result that has emerged from the present experimental and analytical 
considerations (Ch.Ill) is that the temporal or dynamic response of quasiparti-
cles plays an important role in experiments of this type. For the thinnest films 
studied in this work the spatial uniformity of the perturbations simplifies the 
considerations to purely time-dependent effects in a (vanishingly) small region 
of the superconductor. Under conditions of spatial non-uniformity a more 
comprehensive (and complicated) analysis of the mixed space and time effects 
would be required. Our experimental results for thicker Sn films indicate that 
this is indeed the case. It is suggested that such effects are likely to be crucial 
in understanding the hitherto unexplained results for bulk superconductors for 
the dependence of impedance on magnetic field. 
(3) Anolher set of investigations was designed to exploit the ability to 
measure absolutely powers and magnetic fields at high frequency. This is possi-
ble again because of the precise geometry of the resonator which enables us to 
quantify the microwave intensity and hence the superconductor - microwave 
interaction. Here there was no static current but the microwave intensity was 
larger and expected to significantly perturb the superconductor. Experimentally 
an unexpected limitation on the maximum microwave magnetic field that could 
be applied to the thin films was observed. This high frequency (dynamic) critical 
field was well below the thermodynamic thin film critical field. The thermal sta-
bility of the films was demonstrated and it was observed lhat at this field level 
the films were unstable to flux penetration. A model which allows such flux pene-
tration via the dissociation of vortex-anti vortex pairs is proposed. An interest-
ing outcome of this work was the realization that this type of experiment could 
be used to study formation dynamics of macroscopic excitations (vortices or 
flux lines) . 
1. Equilibrium and Non-equilibrium superconductivity 
We now describe what is meant by the terms "equilibrium" and "non-
equilibrium" with special reference to superconductivity. 
A system is said to be in equilibrium with its surroundings when it can be 
described by single values for the macroscopic thermodynamic variables (eg. 
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temp. T) and which are unchanging in time. The system will be in equilibrium 
when it is not acted upon by any external force - the equilibrium state is the 
state of lowest free energy. 
Microscopically the system is characterised by the distribution function 
f(t;k) which is the occupation number for the particles having an energy Gk where 
k is a variable characterising the energy level. The distribution function is 
arrived at by minimising the free energy associated with different configurations 
of the system, incorporating all the particle interactions (or scattering 
processes). For a given equilibrium state, f may be parameterised by the ther-
modynamic variables T, P, etc . 
Under the influence of an external perturbation which acts on the consti-
tuents of the system, their energies, momenta and distribution are altered. The 
driving force is balanced by relaxation and diffusion and (if the driving force is 
not too large ) the system reaches a steady state or one of dynamic equilibrium. 
The characteristic of this state is lhal the distribution function f is generally 
different from that of the equilibrium or thermal function f. Further f• is deter-
mined by the balance of drive and relaxation rates. Such a slate characterised 
by a nonthermal distribution function and in dynamic equilibrium is referred to 
as a non-equilibrium steady state . 
Having given this very brief definition of what the terms equilibrium and 
non-equilibrium mean in a general context we turn to the system of interest in 
this work - superconductivity - and discuss superconductors in equilibrium and 
non-equilibrium states. 
In contrast to the case of normal metals, superconductors are easily driven 
out of equilibrium by relatively weak perturbations. The simple reason for this is 
the small magnitude of lhe energy gap 6 compared to the Fermi energy GF 
Superconductors display a rich variety of phenomena when acted on by 
different perturbations driving them out of equilibrium - the details of the 
response being dependent on the details of the perturbation. 
The BCS model describes very well the ground state or unperturbed state at 
a given temperature. Weak perturbations have been used to study superconduc-
tors and have confirmed the BCS model in a spectacular way. Since the 
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perturbation is very weak the superconductor is not altered from the BCS state. 
An excellent example is the study of the surface impedance at low microwave 
powers discussed in Ch.JI When a static current is superposed on the high fre-
quency measuring current or as the strength of the perturbation is raised one 
has to consider how the BCS state itself is altered by the perturbation. 
2. Classification of Nonequlibrium States in Superconductors 
The fundamental parameter that may be used to characterise the state is 
the distribution function fk(ck) of quasiparticles of momentum k and energy ck. 
In the BCS model f(ck) is simply the Fermi function at the ambient temperature. 
In studying the response to weak perturbations the Fermi function is used to 
compute quantities of interest. (For example this leads to Rs a e-lll kT at low tem-
perature where 6 is the equilibrium gap at temperature T). In the nonequili-
brium slate f(ck) ~ f(ck) (the thermal distribution function) and depends on the 
details and strength of perturbation. 
The nature of the perturbation determines the properties of f'. It is possi-
ble to categorise the perturbation and the resulting f into two types determined 
by the symmetry of f with respect to local inversion through the Fermi surface 
i.e w.r .t ck (S4,T2). A further subdivision determined by the symmetry w.r.l. k 
is also carri.ed out. 
"EVEN, LONGITUDINAL, ENERGY OR TEMPERATURE MODE" f' even in ek 
(a) f' even in ck and odd ink : This can be caused by a current of density J 
flowing in a "clean" superconductor and can be studied by measuring the 
electromagnetic response in the current carrying state. This leads to a 
dependence of Rs on J for which results are reported in Ch. 3. 
(b) f even in both ck , k : Strong electromagnetic radiation falls under this 
class . Typical phenomena associated with this type are the gap-
enhancement of Eliashberg and the dependence of surface impedance on 
the microwave field . This latter effect was studied in this work and is 
described in Ch.N 
In a "dirty" superconductor impurity scattering randomises the 
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quasiparticle momenta and the distribution function has a weak dependence on 
the direction of k. Thus a current acting on a dirty superconductor is more 
appropriately characterised as a type (b) perturbation. 
This mode is also called the temperature mode because the symmetry is 
similar to that of a change in temperature : the population of both the k > kr 
(ck> O,electron-like) and k < kr (ck < O,hole-like) branches of the quasiparticle 
energy spectrum are equally changed. 
One of the interesting efiects associaled with this mode is a "cooling effect" 
in which the superconductor reacts to the perturbation as if it's temperature 
were decreased. The intuitively reasonable "heating effect" in which the tem-
perature is apparently increased is a lso observed. 
In Ch.II we describe an experiment in which, depending on experimental 
conditions, both the heating and cooling effects are observed as apparent 
increases or decreases of the microwave absorption caused by a static current. 
II ODD OR TRANSVERSE MODE : f° odd in ck 
(c) f odd in ck, even ink: Branch imbalance falls under this class. 
(d) f odd in both ci{, k : Thermoelectric phenomena. 
Perturbations associated with lhe transverse mode have been exten sively 
studied and the results are described in ref . (Gl) . 
3. Relationship of this work to the scheme of classification 
In this work the applied perturbations result in non-equilibrium distribution 
functions which are characteristic of the energy or longitudinal mode . The per-
turbations were of two types : 
(a) Static + High frequenc y (small) fields (Ch .II1) applied to thin supercond uct-
ing films resulting in induced currents 
(b) Strong microwave radiation i.e. "large" high frequency fields applied to thin 
films (Ch.IV) 
We briefly discuss the effects associated with these two perturbations in 
relation to general theoretical considerations and to other experiments of a 
similar type . 
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3.1. Static + High Frequency Currents 
In Ch.III we describe experimental and analytical results for the depen-
dence of the surface impedance on induced static current in thin films. In the 
presence of both static and high frequency currents the high frequency conduc-
tivity (and hence impedance) is different than if the high frequency measuring 
current alone were present. Such measurements yield important information 
regarding quasiparticle dynamics in superconductors . 
Scattering of quasiparticles by impurities (elastic) and phonons (inelastic) 
plays an important role in determining the nature of the non-equilibrium distri-
bution function. The distribution function can be decomposed into static and 
high frequency components. The static component is largely determined by elas-
tic impurity scattering. The high frequency or dynamic component is deter-
mined by the relation between the frequency c..> and the elastic ( Timp) and inelas-
tic (Tin) scattering times. For weak scattering ("clean" limit) the quasiparticles 
remain in their momentum state but change energy with the high frequency 
field for frequencies smaller than 1 / Timp · For strong elastic scattering ("dirty' ' 
limil) the momentum distribution is randomised and the energy distribution is 
determined by the relative magnitudes of c..> and 1 /Tin (ref.02) . In the latter case 
this leads to novel effects discussed in Ch.III . 
While this type of perturbation is easily produced by applied or induced 
current, there are few studies of its time dependence. The experiment of Peters 
and Meissner (P2) in which they measured a gap relaxation time was confined to 
a very narrow region near Tc · Because the number of quasiparticles decreases 
rapidly below Tc experiments that look directly for dynamic quasiparticle effects 
are almost nonexistent. Early experiments on the dependence of surface 
impedance on an applied magnetic field required large fields in order to observe 
any effects. The results have not led to any understanding of the basic 
phenomena (Pl). 
The experiments carried out in this work (Ch.III) have the great advantage 
of extremely high sensitivity which is maintained at all temperatures. Further-
more the ability to vary film thickness enables us to separate out local time 
dependent effects from more complicated space-time effect s. A novel "cooling" 
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effect was observed which is explained by non-equilibrium effects on the distri-
bution function. Such non-equilibrium considerations have been included for the 
the first time in the analysis of such experiments and it is clear that they play a 
major role in the dynamics of quasi particles. 
3. 2. Strong Microwave Radiation 
The gap enhancement under strong microwave irradiation predicted by 
Eliashberg (El) i.s an important example of effects associated with such a per-
turbation. In the experiments designed to observe this effect the superconduc-
tor is irradiated with microwaves and the gap measured by tunnelling . Since the 
coupling to the microwaves is not well defined the actual strength of the pertur-
bation is not quantitatively known. The effect on the gap is usually plotted 
versus the incident microwave power which is quoted in arbitrary units . 
One can devise an experiment in which the coupling of the superconductor 
to the incident radiation is well defined and the strength of the perturbation 
m easured quantitatively. By this we mean that the surface magnetic field B"' and 
the power absorbed Pabs can be measured absolutely. In such an exp eriment 
which is described in detail in Ch.IV, the response of the superconductor is 
determined by measuring the surface impedance Zs as a function of B"' or Pabs · 
Theoretical analysis indicates (S2) that under appropriate conditions it should 
be possible to observe a cooling effect in which the surface resistance decreases 
with increasing high frequency field . The experimental observation effect of 
such an effect seems to be hampered by experimental limitations (see Ch.IV) . 
3.3. High Ji'requency or Dynamic Critical Fields 
Beyond the possible nonlinear effects just discussed , there exists the ques-
tion of critical currents and fields at high frequencies. This is largely uncharted 
land where experiments are few and theoretical understanding limited . There 
have b een no measurements of high frequency critical currents in thin films . 
One important question is whether it is possible to observe the superheating 
fields at high frequencies reported in Ref . (Yl) . Along with this there is a very 
practical concern as to the maximum fields attainable in high frequenc y 
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superconducting structures. This has relevance to a host of problems in 
accelerator design and energy storage. 
With these questions in mind we report the first clear results for high fields 
incident on thin films at microwave frequencies in Ch.4 where we have measured 
a dynamic critical field. A new model is proposed for the inhomogeneous des-
truction of superconductivity at fields well below the thermodynamic critical 
field via the formation of a vortex-antivortex pair. Experiments and calculations 
indicate that this mechanism is responsible for the observed dynamic critical 
field . 
4. The Superconductor - Microwave Interaction 
In the experiments described in this work microwave fields were used to 
probe the superconductor. A brief descri.ption of the interaction of microwaves 
with superconductors is now provided . 
Consider a magnetic field Bw oscillating at a frequency f = w/ 2rr applied at 
the surface of a bulk superconductor (Fig. 1.1 a) . Due to the Meissner effect 
(which is operative as long as w < 26, the energy gap) the field is screeened out 
from the interior and decays exponentially into the metal. A screening super-
current (non-dissipative) is induced at right angles to the magnetic field (Fig .1 .1 
(b)). This screening current is _due to the response of the condensate (Cooper 
pair) electrons and the quasiparticles ("backflow"). 
Due to the changing magnetic field there exists an electric field Ew which is 
out of phase by rr /2 with Bw. The electric field accelerates the quasiparticles 
resulting in absorption of energy. (At zero frequency there is no absorption 
because Ew is absent). Associated with the electric field is a quasiparticle (nor-
mal dissipative) current. 
The current field relationship can be written in terms of a complex conduc-
tivity (M l ). For the simple case in which the fields and currents are locally 
related (see later for more general cases), this relation can be written: 
( 1. 1) 
where rr2 determines the supercurrent and rr1 the quasiparticle current. These 
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are functions of frequency and temperature relative to the temperature-
dependent energy gap. For a normal metal, t:i = 0 and a 1 = an , a2 = 0. We call 
the real part of eqn.(1.1) Jsc.i and the imaginary dissipative part Jq(.) 
For frequencies much smaller than the gap the eqn for J8 (.) (the a2 part) 
reduces to London's eqn.: Js = -(c2/ 4rrt..1 2) A because 
a2 = nse2/ me.> = c 2/ 4rr/ e.>f..12 where ns is the density of condensate electrons 
(Cooper pairs) and t..L is the London penetration depth. This is a good approxi-
mation at all frequencies CJ < 2/:i and hence is applicable at microwave frequen-
cies. 
The phase (or temporal) relationship between the currents and fields is 
depicted in Fig.(l . l(c). using eqn.(1 .1). The quasiparticle normal current Jq(.) 
whose magnitude is determined by a 1 is out of phase by rr/ 2 from the super-
current Js(.) oc a2 In the experiments carried out here a2 » a 1. However since we 
are directly measuring the effects of absorption the effects of the quasiparticles 
are important. 
4. 1. Generalization to Nonlocal Situations 
The simple discussion given a.bove was based upon a local relation between 
current and field i.e. the current in a small region is determined by the field in 
the same region. Even in normal metals lhis situation is invalid if the mean free 
path (m.f.p.) 1 » 6, the skin depth. This limit is usually called the anomalous 
skin effect . The current is then determined by a spatial average of the fields 
over a region of size 1. 
In superconductors the size of the contributing region is determined by the 
Pippard coherence length (. The m.f.p. dependence of ~ can be described by 
C 1 = fo- 1 + 1--J where ~o is the pure bulk coherence length. The resulting J-A 
relation can be compactly expressed in Fourier space as (q = wavevector): 
( 1. 2) 
This is a generalization of Eq. ( 1.1 ). Two limits are interesting and simple: 
Local Limit 
Extreme Anomalous Limit 
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1 « ~o 
A.« ~o 
K(q) -> constant 
K(q) -> liq~ 
The latter case is just the Pippard case mentioned above. In either limit the 
expressions for a 1 and a2 are independent of wavevector when normalised to an. 
Expressions for them have been given by Mattis and Bardeen (Ml). 
K(q,c.J,T) has been given for general q,c.J,T by Khalatnikov and Abrikosov (K2) 
using the BCS theory. We have used their results to calculate the surface 
impedance of thin films in order to compare with experimental results (Ch.II) 
5. Time and length scales relevant to this work 
The superconducting energy gap 6 represents a fundamental time (fre-
quency) scale which is the correlation time of a Cooper pair. At frequencies 
much greater than 6 the distinction between the normal and superconducting 
states is blurred. In the present experiments the frequency ( 10 GHz) c.J < 6 in 
the temperature range in which the experiments were carried out (except for T 
> 0.98Tc). 
· The presence of impurities resulting in elastic scattering of the electrons 
introduces an additional time scale TeJ = 1/ vp (l = mean free path, vp = Fermi 
velocity). Anderson (Al ) has shown that non-magnetic impurities do not drasti-
cally affect the thermodynamic properties of the superconductor, i.e. the ther-
modynamic parameters Tc, bulk critical fleld Be etc . are nearly the same . How-
ever the electrodynamic response is considerably dependent on the amount of 
impurity scattering (Tl). The penetration depth A. and Pippard coherence length 
~in the "dirty" limit ( 1 « ~o , Tei « 6) are changed from their values in the pure 
or "clean" limit (l >> ~o, TeJ >> 6) limit A.P and fo respectively by :(Tl ) 
A.(l) = A.P [ 1 + 1.;~ 1 r ( 1.3) 
( 1.4) 
The Ginzburg-Landau coherence length ~ which is ~ fo in pure materials at 
low temperature is given in the dirty limit by : 
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~ = 0.855 (fol)* 
( 1-t)* 
(1.5) 
For the material Sn fo = 2300 A. The pure bulk penetration depth Ap is slightly 
different than the London penetration depth \L(O) (H l ) : 
Ap(O) RJ 510 A 
In practise the clean limit is realised only in pure bulk samples . Except in 
the bulk samples of Ch.II in almost all the thin films studied here the dirty limit 
is applicable and we use eqns. ( 1.1 ) to ( 1. 3) where necessary. The relation of the 
magnitudes of c.>- 1 (~10-9), 6-1 (~10- 13) and Tei (10-13 - 10-14) (in secs) are dep-
icted in Fig.1.2 These time and length scales are adequate for the equilibrium 
description of transport processes. 
Under non-equilibrium conditions a new set of relaxation times determined 
by inelastic scattering processes enters into the picture. If the quasiparticles 
and pairs systems are out of equilibrium within themselves , with each other or 
with the phonon system due to the influence of a perturbation then they tend to 
relax back into equilibrium via a variety of channels : 
(a) Inelastic Scattering with phonons of all frequencies 
(b) Recombination processes . involving phonons of frequency 0;:;:.: 26 which 
change the number of quasiparticles above the gap. In equilibrium this pro-
cess is determined by the number of thermal phonons but the recombino.-
tion rate can be changed by any driving mechanism which causes an excess 
of phonons with 0 ;:;:.:26. The paired electrons also participate in the recombi-
nation process. 
(c) Electron - Electron scattering - this is important at high energies 
(d) Branch mixing which arises if the branches +k and -k are unequally popu-
lated as in tunnel injection but not with microwaves. 
The respective relaxation rates are called Ts, TR, Tee and TQ. 
For a quasiparticle of energy E the net relaxation rate will be the sum of 
contributions due to all processes. As mentioned above the latter channels can 




( 1. 6) 
For quasi particles at the gap edge (E = 6) and at low temperature (6 > > T) 
Ts and TR can be written as (Kl ) : 
= To 1 [26k(TO) ]* [TTc ]
712 
f( 7 I 2)~(7 I 2) 
(l . 7) 
( 1. 7) 
To is a characteristic time of the material. The values of To for several materials 
of interest are : 
VALUES OF To FOR SOME MATERIALS 
Al 4.4 x 10-7 sec 
Sn 2.3 x 10-9 sec 
In 7 8 x 10-10 sec 
Pb 2.0 x 10-10 sec 
At t = 0.5 and for material Sn we get : 
t = 0. 5 Ts(ti ,T) = 1.1 x 10- B sec TR(6) = 2.0 x 10-9 sec 
In the temperature range 0.4 < t < 1 TR< Ts at E = 6 and consequently 
dominates the relaxation rate in eqn. ( 1. 4). In this temperature range 
T(6) ~ 10-9 sec . 
The relationship of all the relevant times Ts, Tn, w- 1 , 6-1 , and T e J are dep-
icted in Fig .1 .2. At 10 GHz w T ~ 50 for Sn and this implies that insofar as ine-
lastic processes are concerned the quasiparticles cannot be described as adia-
batically following the high frequency fields . This is a necessary crite r ion for pro-
ducing non-equilibrium situations . (Ch.IV,Sl, Gl ) . 
Most of the work described here was with the material Sn along with some 
examination of Pb, Al and In. These must be some of the most widely studied 
superconductors - a fact which itself is of advantage since the main intere st 
here is in the fundamental dynamics of superconductivity rather than in exotic 
material properties . In addition the following criteria dictated the choice of 
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materials : 
(a) ability to fabricate high quality specimens 
(b) critical temperatures in the accessible range of 1.5 - 4.2 K .The Tc 's of the 
various materials are : 
Sn 3.'7 K In 3.4 K Pb 7.2 K Granular Al 2. 1 K. 
(c) A convenient microwave resonator size determines the microwave fre-
quency (10 GHz). For producing non-equilibrium situations we have men-
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Microwave response of superconductrors at 
low microwave powers 
A transport measurement is usually carried out by applying a small pertur-
bation to the system and measuring its response. For small values of the pertur-
bation the response is linear and the response coefficient independent of the 
strength of the perturbation (Ch.I) 
In this chapter we examine the response of superconductors ( in the form 
of films and bulk specimens) to low microwave fields incident on one surface . 
The transport coefficient is called the surface impedance Z (a complex quantity) 
and at low microwave fields is independent of the field magnitude. 
A general definition of the surface impedance of a metal is now provided . 
Consider plane electromagnetic radiation (of frequency CJ ) incident on the plane 
interface between vacuum and the metal with a tangential magnetic fieid 
strength B"' at the surface. Then the real and imaginary parts of Z = R + i X 
relate B"' to the amount of power involved in the metal - radiation interaction : 
Pabs = -2
1 fs dS R B} 
/Lo 
Preac = 2~0 fs dS X Bw2 
where the integral is over the surface. 
(2.n 
(2. 2) 
P abs is the power that is absorbed by the metal from the radiation and R is a 
measure of this. X is a measure of the rate Preac at which energy is exchanged 
between the radiation and the metal. 
When the metal is a superconductor and CJ < 2.6. ( .6. = energy gap) the radia-
tion cannot directly break Cooper pairs. The Meissner effect leads to a shielding 
current at the surface which causes the field to decay exponentially into the 
metal with a characteristic penetration depth A. . This shielding effect deter-
mines the superconducting surface reactance X8 . Absorption can occur due to 
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excited quasiparticles at a finite temperature and determines the surface resis-
tance. At low temperature the number of quasi.particles is proportional to 
exp( -6/ T) and consequently Rs also decreases with temperature 
(Rs oc 1/ T exp( -6/ T). 
In the experiments reported here we have measured Rs of a variety of 
superconductors forming part of a microwave resonator by utilising the fact 
that the resonator Q is a measure of the absorption in the cavity. The reactance 
~ was measured for thin films by measurements of the power transmitted by 
the film which determines Xs 
The impedance which is a measured quantity is related to the fundamental 
properties of the material since a solution of the radiation - metal interaction 
requires : 
1) Maxwell 's equations with appropriate boundary conditions 
2) Boundary conditions for the momentum of the electrons at the interface 
3) A constitutive current-field equation specific to the material For a normal 
metal this is just Ohm's law. 
For a superconductor the constitutive equation is a generalization of 
London's eqn: 
... (2.3) 
where q is the wavevector, T = temp. The kernel K embodies all the microscopic 
processes relevant to the superconductor - radiation interaction. Note that this 
eqn.(2 .3) is a linear relation. Using a relation like eqn.( 2.3) Rs and Xs can be cal-
culated if requi.rement (2) is also specified. Thus Rs and Xs can be calculated in 
terms of K. Because eqn.(2.3) is linear Zs is independent of A(.) i.e. independent of 
microwave field B(.J. 
Conversely measurements of Rs and Xs yield information concerning K. For 
this reason the interaction of microwaves with superconductors has playe d an 
important tole in understanding the phenomenon of superconductivity. Since 
the first experiments of Pippard numerous investigators have measured the 
impedance of different superconductors. 
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All of these previous investigations have been concerned with two extreme 
limits of thickness of the superconductor - very thin films where there is sub-
stantial transmission of microwaves through the films - and bulk superconduc-
tors. In the former case one does not measure the surface resistance or the sur-
face reactance independently but rather a combination of the two. 
Recently both the questions of physics and the demands of technology 
seem to call for a more detailed understanding of the microwave properties of 
thin superconducting films. For example : non-equilibrium physical situations 
(Gl) are most easily produced and studied in thin films since often one does not 
have to worry about the spatial variation of quantities (this is the primary 
interest of this work) ; sapphire resonators coated with superconducting films 
have been proposed for use as stable clocks and gravity wave detectors ; there is 
also an interest in the possible use of thin films as high power microwave 
switches . 
In this chapter results are reported of extensive measurements of surface 
resistance Rs and surface reactance Xs (surface impedance Zs = Rs + i Xs) over a 
wide range of temperatures T and thickness d of superconducting Sn films The 
thickness d was varied from d = 200 A to bulk (d = 2. 4 1-i) - the corresponding 
change in Rs being almost a factor of 10. Thi.s range brackets the length scales 
involved since the superconducting penetration depth Ap = 510.~ and bulk coher-
ence length ( 0 = 2300A. Measurements are also reported for 1 - 5µ Sn films 
plated on Cu and for a 3/8 ins . thick Sn disc. 
A numerical program was also developed for computing the surface 
impedance of thin film superconductors. The usual calculation of Zs for bulk 
superconductors was adapted to the case of thin films by incorporating the elec-
trodynamic boundary conditions due to the presence of both surfaces and 
assuming specular reflection for electrons at both the interfaces. The 
Khalatnikov-Abrikosov (Kl) formulation of the kernel K was used in its general 
form. The calculation is expected to be applicable over a wide range of 
thicknesses and material parameters. 
The experimental results for Rs(T,d) and Xs(T.d) compare excellently with 
the results of the calculation for all the thicknesses and temperatures studied . 
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Only measured quantities viz . Tc , GJ, d and the mean free path (denoted m.f .p.) 1 
measured from the normal state microwave surface resistance Rn were used as 
input to the calculation. There were thus no adjustable parameters. 
This chapter is organized in the following way. 
1. Description of Apparatus and Resonator mode geometry 
2. Principle of measurement of Rs 
3. Experimental Procedure 
3.1 Calibration of Resonator 
3.2. Method of Sample preparation 
3.3. Characterization of Samples 
4. Theory of Surface Impedance of thin films 
5. Measurement of Sample Parameters 
6. Experimental results and comparison with theory 
7. Measurements of surface reactance Xs(T,d) 
8. Conclusions 
1. Description of Apparatus 
A right cylindrical cavit y resonating in the TE011 mode was employed for 
measuring the surface impedance The cavity was constructed in two sections 
(Fig.2. J ): - one, the upper part consisting of the cylinder and the top plate was 
machined out of a single OFHC Cu block. This part which had two symmetric 
holes for coupling microwave power and a central pumping hole used to evacu-
ate the resonator was electroplated with superconducting Pb employing a pro-
cedure described in Ref.D2. 
The second section of the cavity is a bottom disc 2.25 in. dia. which was 
pressed against the upper part with an In 0-ring to ensure vacuum sealing and 
electrical contact. This design allows for great flexibility since a variety of sam-
ple configurations can be obtained by evaporation or electrodeposition on a 
variety of disc substrates - dielectric (sapphire, glass etc .) or metallic (OFHC) or 
can even be bulk Sn disc . 
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Microwaves were coupled into and out of the resonator through two 50 0 
coaxial lines terminated in a loop. The magnetic field lines in the loop "look into" 
the resonator through small circular waveguide sections ending in symmetri-
cally placed coupling holes 0. 156 in dia. each and at a distance of 0.700 in. from 
the center. These holes were located in a low field section of the resonator. 
One unique and very useful feature of the design was the ability to vary the 
coupling to the resonator by moving the lines . Thus it was possible to achieve 
critical coupling and weak coupling over a wide range (estimated to be between 
103 and 10 11 ) of resonator Q (see next section for some relevant definitions). 
The resonator was usually evacuated though there was a provision for con-
densing liq.He4 inside . The apparatus was immersed in liq. He4 in a stainless 
steel dewar and shielded by a µ-metal can (residual earth's magnetic fleld ~ 10-3 
Gauss) . Temperature was varied by pumping on the He bath and could be regu-
lated to within 5mK. 
1.1. Resonator Mode Geometry 
All measurements were done using the TE011 mode of the resonator (H5). 
This mode was chosen as it has no electrical fields normal to the surface thus 
minimising spurious absorption due to dielectric surface layers and also possi -
ble electron loading. Further tb.ere are no currents traversing the In joint con-
necting the two cavity sections. The dimensions of the cavity were chosen to 
produce maximum H fields in the end plate on a ring of radius 0.411 in . 
It is essential to lift the degeneracy between the TE011 and the TM± 111 modes 
in order to maintain the advantages listed above. The central pumping hole 
depresses the frequenc y of the TM modes . The lack of azimuthal symmetry 
because of the coupling holes further splits the two TM mode s. 
The final mode configuration for the resonator is depicted in Fig .2 .1. From 
an examination of the Rs of a fully Pb-plated cavity the cross coupling between 
the modes was shown to contribute no more than 1% to the TE011 absorption. 
(This was deduced from the fact that in going through the In transition there was 
no measurable effect on Rs) . Further the contribution of the Pb surface to the 
absorption is < 1% at all temperatures. Thus the contribution of the In joint to 
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the measurements of Rs were completely negligible . 
2. Principle of Measurement of Rs 
The intrinsic unloaded Q called Q0 of a resonator whose energy content is U 
is a measure of the rate of energy decay in the resonator : 
1 1 dU =- - --- (2.4) 
Qo CJU dt 
It is assumed that the time scale Tu governing dU/dt is much slower than 
the frequency CJ. If Q0 is independent of U (i.e. independent of the field B"') this 
leads to an exponential decay of U : U = U0 exp( -ti Tu) where Tu = Q0/ CJ is the 
time constant for energy decay. Determining Tu yields Q0 (see next section). 
Since the energy content U decays due to absorption in the walls of the 
resonator, -dU/dt = Pabs· Using eqns.(2.1), (2. 4) and the relation between U and 
B"' (from the Maxwell eqns. solution for the mode) we get (H5,J1) : 
= r = CJ j (t:o E} + µo - 1 B}) dV 
2 f B} dS (2.5) 
where t: 0 and µ 0 are respectively the permittivity and the permeability of free 
space (we assume the resonator is evacuated). E"' is the electric field, J dV is 
over the resonator volume. r is called the geometric factor of the mode and is 
determined by it's geometry. 
r is different between the two cases of a completely homogeneous resonator 
and the case where the top section does not contribute to the losses . The latter 
case occurs when the top section is Pb plated and the bottom plate is covered 
with Sn or a lower Tc material. The calculated geometrical factors for the two 
cases are : 
fH0 11 709 
0 (2.6) = sq. 
fpo11 2990 
0 (2. 7) = sq. 
fpo11 
4.22 (2.8) = 
fH01 1 
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Measurement of the resonator Q requires a means of coupling power into 
and oul of the resonator. These could introduce additional losses which can be 
included in the form of a coupling factor {3 yielding a "loaded" Q (T3) : 
At weak coupling {3 << 1 and Q = Q0. This is achieved by moving the coupling 
lines away from the cavity until the measured Q is independent of probe position 
( {3 varies exponentially with probe position relative to the cavity if {3 << 1). 
There is an upper limit to the measurable Q determined by the radiation losses 
of the pumping and probe holes. This is estimated to be > 1011 and since we are 
mostly interested in Q < 109 does not affect the measurements . In the results 
reported in this chapter f3 < 0.0 1 for both input and output coax lines - they are 
always weakly coupled 
The basic principle of the measurements is as follows : 
A pulse of microwaves Fig .(2.2a) is sent down one coax line and detecte d 
with the other . Due to the time constant T the resultant pulse shape is as in 
Fig.(2.2b). This was detected and observed on a fast scope. The time 
difference (t 1 - t 3 ) between two points on the decay curve whose amplitudes 
are in the ratio 31 was m.easured and the time constant Ty = (L3 - t 1) / ln3 
was calculated. Since the heterodyne system measures voltage (not power) 
Tu= Ty/2 = Q0 / CJ. Using also eqn.(2.5) Rs was determined from: 
(2.9) 
3. Scheme of Microwave measurements 
Eq. (2. 9) was used to determine the surface resistance by a measurement of 
the resonator Q. Pulsed microwave power was fed through one probe and the 
cavity field amplitude was picked up with the other and detected (Fig.2.3). The 
detection was carried out by heterodyning to an intermediate frequency of 
approx . 25 Mhz. and the pulse shape observed in real time on a fast scope. The 
time constant Ty of the cavity amplitude envelope was measured and Rs 
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calculated from eqn. (2 . 9) . and (2. 7) . Weak coupling was ensured by verifyng thaL 
the Q was independent of the probe positions. A typical power transmission fac-
tor (ratio of power in to power out) in this configuration was 40dB while the 
absorbed powers are < lOOµW and maximum surface fields are < 50 mG . 
For Q > 104 , the l OGHz source was stabilized with an external frequency sta-
bilizer referenced to an oven-controlled 15 MHz crystal oscillator . For Q > 108 
this scheme was inadequate because of the frequency noise limitations of the 
stabilized source and an additional method was employed. The phase change 
across the cavity was detected and changes in the phase were compensated for 
by a feedback mechanism which fed a correction voltage to the stabilised source 
( acting as a VCO). In all these schemes the cavity was essentially driven in a 
fixed-source-frequency mode. Yet another scheme of exciting the cavity by 
means of a self-locked loop is described in Ch III and is applicable for all Q :<, 103 . 
The absorption of microwaves can result in the film being driven out of 
equlibrium. This can lead to a dependence of the impedance of the microwave 
field strength or power due either to a rearrangement of quasiparticles of due to 
simple heating . ln the results quoted here, care was taken to ensure that such 
effects were minimal by determining that the results were independent of field 
strength and pulse length. 
3.1. Resonator calibration 
To measure the absolute surface resistance it was necessary to verify 
eqns .( 2.6) and (2 .8) by independent measurements. For the homogeneous case , 
the resonator with polished OFHC Cu walls (i.e. without deposition of supercon-
ductor ) was employed at room temperature . The de resistivity of the OFHC Cu 
was measured and Rs was calculated using the measurec'l de resistivity. By 
measuring the Q it was found experimentally that in the TE011 mode : 
fHOI! = 709 ± 35 0 
sq. 
(Expt.) (2. l Oa) 
The ratio f pou/ fHo 11 was determined by measuring Qp011/ QHoi 1 where QHoi 1 
was the unloaded Q measured at 4.2 K with a full Cu resonator and Qp0 11 the Q 
measured with the same Cu endplate but with the rest of the resonator plated 
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with Pb. It was foWld that : 
= 3.9 ± 0.4(Expt.) (2.lOb) 
The agreement with the expected calculated value s eqn.(2.6) and (2.8) is 
excellent . For the TM 111 modes the measured and expected value s differed by 
20% at room temperature, indicating that the joint was lossy even at room temp . 
3. 2. Sample Preparation 
Three t ypes of superconducting configurations were studied : 
(a) Thin tllms evaporated on sapphire , glass or OFHC Cu. 
(b) Thi ck ( 2-5 µ) films plated on OFHC Cu. 




in. thick Sn disc. 
The substrates were all 2.25 in dia . x ~ in. thick. 
Thin films of Sn were evaporated from Mo boats at a press ure of 5 x i o-6 
torr . The substrates were cooled lo 70 K by means of liq N2 . Optically r e fl ec ting 
mirror perfect films were obtained (with polished sapphire substrates) which 
had no visible structure on a resolution scale of 500 A on examination with a 
Scanning Electron Microscope at a magnification of 20000 . 
Samples of type (b) were obtained by electroplating Sn onto polished discs 
of OFHC Cu in a Sn(BF2) 2 bath to which HBF4, {3- napthol and gelatin were added 
(the recipe is des cribed in ref.(G6)). The plating current density used was typi-
cally 5x10-2 A/ sq.in.. The resultant coating was optically bright in appe arance 
but had surface structure approx. 2µ in size. The specimen was rinsed with 
water and acetone and preserved in vacuum before assembly. 
The Sn disc was made by melting and casting 99 . 99% Sn sheet into a disc . 
The disc was machined and polished with 1 - 3µ levigated alumina. The surfac e 
had clearly observable grain size ~ few mm. 
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4. Theory of the surface impedance of thin films 
The derivation of the surface impedance of bulk metals is based upon two 
sets of equations. One is the Maxwell equations with appropriate interface boun-
dary conditions which specifies the electrodynamics. The other is the material 
or constitutive equation ( the analog of Ohm's law) which gives the relation 
between current and applied field. 
To derive the surface impedance for a corresponding thin film we assume 
that only the boundary conditions are modified and that the second interface 
influences the electrodynamics. The assumption here is that the constitutive 
equation (2 3) is the same as that for bulk provided the appropriate thin film 
material parameters like mean free path 1 are used. 
For superconductors the constitutive equation is eqn. (2. 3) . In addition it is 
necessary to specify the nature of the reflection of the electrons at the inter-
faces. We consider only the case of specular reflection at the film surfaces as the 
expressions for diffuse reflection are quite intractable. 
For specular reflection, the problem of a plane wave incident on a semi-
infinite metal is solved by replacing the metal by a current sheet at the inter-
face , the magnitude of the current being determined by the B field at the sur-
face. Use of this artifice leads to the following expression for lhe surface 
impedance for a bulk metal (H3) : 
= j dq 
-"' q2+K(r.>,l,Cj) 
(2.E) 
For a thin film filling the space cr-::; x~d with the electromagnetic tieid 
incident on one side of the film at x=O, the film can be replaced by an infinite set 
of current sheets spaced 2d apart covering the entire space (Fig.2.4). We assume 
that there is no transmission through the film so that B(x=cl)=O. This assump-
tion is true provided that 27T\2/ d11 « 1 where A is the bulk penetration depth 
and 11 is the free space wavelength. If this condition is satisfied then 
B(d) ~ 2rr.A.2/ dv B(O) and is negligible . Thus the magnetic field decays ( linearly 
for a thin film) to zero across the film. It is perhaps worthwhile to emphasise 
that counter to intuition, even films with d ~ t- have negligible transmission (see 
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also Sec .6 ). Jn the cases of interest here d"' 10-5 cm. ,A"' 10-5cm. , I/"' 3cm. 
B(d) "' io-5 B(O). 
The simple case of local electrodynamics may be used to illustrate the spa-
tial profile of fields and currents in thin films. In bulk both the fields and 
currents decay exponentially into the metal. As the thickness is decreased the 
current density is greater because the current is squeezed into a narrower 
region. The total current is determined by the field and hence has to remain 
fixed. Jn a very thin film the current becomes almost uniform and the field 
decays linearly to zero across the film . Fig.2.5 displays the current and field 
profiles calculated for various values of d/ A where A is the bulk penetration 
depth. The spatial profiles depicted are approximately the same for both normal 
and superconducting films - lhe magnitudes are quite different. 
With the above transformation Zs(c.>,l,d) can be calculated in a manner 




where Cln=mr/ d. Once the kernel is specified Zs can be calculated. 
(2.12) 
Khalatnikov and Abrikosov(Ref . Kl ) have given an extensive theory of t.he 
interaction of electromagnetic radiation with superconductors in terms of the 
kernel and give detailed expressions for the kernel. Halbritter (Ref.H2,H3) has 
used these expressions to compute the kernel for all c.>,q,l and has used the 
results to calculate Zs for bulk superconductors. 
Halbritter's computer program was used lo compute K(r.>,qn.l) for cm=mr/ d. 
The results were then used in equation (2.12) to calculate Zs(c.>,l,d) numerically . 
The expression in eq.(2.12) converges fairly rapidly, typically for n < 20. 
The inputs to the computation of Zs(c.>,l,d) are : 
where Tc is the transition temperature, 1 is the mean free path, 6 (0)/ kTc is the 
gap ratio ( ~ 1. 74 for weak coupling superconductors), AL(O) is the London pene-
tration depth at T = 0 and ~o is the coherence length. Of these the calculation is 
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fairly insensitive to the material parameters ti(O)/ kTc, 1'-L(O), fo The bulk values 
for a superconductor reported in the literature (Hl) were used for these param-
eters. The measurement of the important parameters is described in the next 
section. In this experiment c..> = 27T 10.12x109 rad/sec. 
5. Measurement of Sample Parameters 
From a measurement of the surface impedance in the normal state, the 
normal state resistivity was determined. The mean free path was then deter-
mined using the free electron expression : 
Pn 1 = 0.06 1,uD-cm. ,um. (2.13) 
where Pn is the normal state resistivity in ,uO-cm. and 1 is in ,um. 
THIN FILMS 
For d < 1000 A , the normal films obey local electrodynamics because of the 
reduced mean free path. The resistivity was deduced from the thin film expres-
sion : 
Pn = Rn d (2. 14) 
THICK FILMS 
For d> l OOO /... and for samples of types (b) and (c) it was necessary to use 
the anomalous skin effect expressions. For a~ 1.2 Chambers(C l ) gives the fol-
lowing extrapolated expressions : 
(2.15) 
(2. 16) 
a = (2.17) 
where ,u0 is the permittivity of free space. 
From these we deduce using eq.(2.13) and c..> = 27T 10. 12x109 : 
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ex = [ [ R l0.864 n 3 6.6x 10- -l ir3 627 
Pn = 0.285 l_ 
ex s 
µ 0 - cm. 
(2. 18) 
(2.19) 
Independent measurements of the m .f.p. were also made by cutting a 1 cm. 
x 1 mm. area with banks for contacts after the microwave measurements were 
made . The resistivity was measured in the normal state by a 4-terminal method. 
The transition temperature Tc of the films was determined by finding the 
temperature at which the surface resistance decreased by 2% from the normal 
state value Rn· The independent de measurement agreed with this value to 
within 0.01 K. 
The thickness of the films was determined at the time of evaporation by a 
Sloan Quartz crystal monitor . 
The results for Tc and 1 for various thicknesses are given in Table I. The 
values of Tc from both the microwave and de measurements agreed to within 
0.0 1 Kand only the average values are quoted. It will be noliced that 1 increases 
with d saturating at 1 = 2100 A at the high end. The dependence of 1 on d and the 
small values of 1 are quite reasonable since the films are expected to be some-
what granular and boundary scattering is important at small thickness . How-
ever there is a systematic discrepancy between the de m.f.p. lac and the 
microwave m.f.p . l'"' for thin films. The implications of this are discussed in Sec . 
4. 1. For the superconductor we take l'"' = 1 to be the appropriate m.f.p . at 
microwave frequencies. 
Another observation is that Tc increases with decreasing 1 . One reason that 
has been advanced for this is that as 1 decreases the electron-phonon interac-
tion gets stronger and Tc increases(B2,C2). This is consistent with the increase 
in Tc in granular Sn films reported in the literature (K4) . 
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6. Comparison of experiment with theory 
Samples prepared as described in Sec 2.5 were assembled into the cavity. A 
measurement of the normal state surface resistance Rn gave a measurement of 
the mean free path. The resonator was cooled below Tc and the surface resis-
tance Rs determined from the resonator Q (Sec 2.3). 
The measured parameters Tc,l,d and c..> were then used in the calculation of 
the surface resistance (Sec. 3). F'or Sn lhe established values 
ti(O)/kTc = 1. 74, A.L(O) = 340A, ~o = 2300 A from the literature (H l ) were used. 
F'ig 2.6 is a plot of Rs(t,d) vs t=T ! Tc for some of the samples listed in Table l. 
The bulk experimental results ford > 3600 A for all configurations (a) ,(b) and 
(c) are identical to within experimental accuracy. The theoretical calculations 
also yield almost a single curve. This is because the surface resistance is insen-
sitive to thickness and m .f.p . for large d . 
The m.f.p. dependence is determined (Tl) by the coherence length : 
1/ ~ = 1/ ~o + 1/ l where ~o is the Pippard coherence length in the pure bulk 
material. The dominant wavevectors entering into the kernel K(q ,c..>) are deter-
mined by q""' 1/ ( F'or l -4 oo , ~ = ~o , a property of the pure material. Hence as 
the mf.p . becomes large lhe properties of the pure bulk material are indepen-
dent of l. This is analogous to the anomalous skin effec L in normal metals . The 
electrodynamics is non-local in 'this case. 
The surface resistance increases as the thickness is reduced because : 
(a) a higher current density is required to maintain a given value of the 
incident field at the surface. 
(b) At the same time the mean free path is also reduced. 
The combination of these two factors results in an increase by a fac tor ~ ~O 
ford = 190 A above the bulk value at low temperatures. 
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The results of the calculation of Rs(t,d) using the parameters listed in Table 
2. 1 are also plotted in Fig .2.6. The agreement of the measured values to the cal-
culated values is consistent to within the experimental accuracy. This agree-
ment leads to the conclusion that the model described in Sec . 3 which incor-
porates the BCS mechanism together with the appropriate thin film electro-
dynamics and the assumption of specular reflection describes very well the lou; 
power microwave absorption in the films . Since all the input parameters to the 
calculation are determined from the microwave measurements , there are no 
free parameters used in the comparison. 
One may ask whether these results are clear evidence that the electrons 
are specularly refiected at the interfaces . A quantitative calculation for the case 
of diffuse reflection is unfortunately difficult since the artifice of Fig.2 .4 cannot 
be used. Instead one has to solve a complicated integro-differential eqt.<ation. In 
bulk exact results can be obtained (H2) - the calculated difference between th e 
cases lies within the typical experimental errors. For thin films in the normal 
state (C3,Ll) the de resistivity is calculated to be appreciably different for the 
two cases only for l >> d. In these experiments l ~ d experimentally and hence 
in the normal stale there is not an appreciable difference between the two 
cases . We expect the same to hold true for the superconducting case also i.e. by 
using the actual mean free path l (which is ~ d) the results for specular and 
diffuse refiection of the electrons al the interface should not be very different. 
It was found that the m.f.p . l determined from the microwave resislivity 
was longer (by a factor < 2) than the de m.f.p ldc ford < 650A. For the thinner 
films eqn.(2. 14) leads to a frequency independent Rn· In bulk Rn has a frequen cy 
dependence due to the skin depth , the conductivity being frequency indepen-
dent well below the plasma frequency. The thinner films are likely to be inhomo-
geneous and to be characterised by an island structure with highly resistive 
paths joining the islands . Since the de current is forced to traverse the highly 
resistive paths, the measured de resistance is anomalously higher. On the other 
hand the microwave reactive displacement currents across the boundaries of 
the islands can short out the spurious highly resistive paths. The microwave 
resistivity correctly describes the scattering in the metal and the corresponding 
mean free path 1(.) is the appropriate one to use for the superconducting 
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state .Thus an entirely consistent description of the superconducting surface 
resistance is possible using the microwave measurements alone and this 
description agrees very well with the experimental results. 
7. Measurement of surface reactance Xs(T,d) 
The usual method of measuring reactance (T3) is to measure the change in 
resonant frequency of the resonator as the temperature is lowered. This only 
yields the temperature dependent changes in the reactance and not its absolute 
value. However in the configuration employed in this experiment the shift in 
resonant frequency was dominated by a pressure dependent volume change and 
hence inapplicable to measuring Xs F'urther the above method gives only the 
relative and not an absolute evaluation. 
Consequently a new technique was developed which involves measuring the 
emission from the resonator . Emission comes about due to transmission through 
the film end-plate . By using the normal state as a normalization , this method 
enables the absolute measurement of the reactance. It is restricted to films of 
not loo great thickness (d < 1000A) in this experiment). Before the procedure 
is described, an estimate of the transmitted power is presented to show that the 
contribution to the Q due to this loss mechanism is negligible compared to the 
absorption in the film. 
Now Pabs =*Rs B(0) 2 and Pxmitt = Y,,Z0 B(d) 2 where Z0 is the impedance of the 
substrate . Therefore : 
(2. 19) 
As discussed in Sec .3 B(d)/ B(O) RJ 21T1'2/ dv = 6x1 0- 5 where 
d ~ 300A, A~ 1000A, v = 3cm. has been assumed for the worst case. Using a 




< 6 x 10-s 
This radiation loss is clearly an insignificant contribution to the surface 
resistance in this experiment. An interesting conclusion that arises from this 
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analysis is that there is an upper limit to the Q due to the radiation loss in a 
resonator which has a thin film constituting some portion of its walls. 
The relation between impedance and fields is: R + iX = E(O)/ B(O) and 
Z0 = E(d)/B(d). Thus : 
- R2+X2 l_fils!2_12 I 12 P xrnitt - Y,. Zo E ( O) B ( 0) 
For thin films, E(d) ~ E(O) I cosh(d/ >-.). This correction becomes 
significant ford»>-.. Hence in the normal state: pnxmitt = X.Rn2/Zo IH(O) l2. 
For the superconducting state Xs »Rs except very near Tc.Hence 
psxrnitt = X.Xs2/Zo (cosh(d/\))-2 IH(0) [2 
Hence except very near Tc : 
xrnitt ( ) [PS ]* Xs = Rn n cosh d/ >-. 
P xrnitt 
(2.20) 
Pxrrutt was measured by pressing an X-band waveguide to the back of the 
sapphjre and detecting the transmitted power. Starting from T>Tc , psxmitt was 
measured for all T relative to the normal state value pnxrnitt · A was calculated for 
the dirty superconductor from>-.= ,\P (1+~0/1)* . Using eq.(2.20), Xs was deter-
mined from the measured value.s of the transmission ratio (P8xrrutt I pnxmiu)*. 
The results for Xs(t,d) for some of the films are displayed in Fig.2.7. These 
measurements are less accurate than those of Hs as they involve the measure-
ments of very small microwave powers . It is estimated that relative error 
between values at different temperatures is "" 25% and the error in the absolute 
magnitude is "" 40% . Also shown in Fig.2. 7 are the results of calculating X8 (t ,d) as 
described in Sec.3. The agreement between theory and experiment is consistent 
to within the experimental accuracy. 
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8. Conclusions. 
We have measured the surface impedance Zs(T,d)=Rs(T,d) + i Xs(T,d) of thin 
superconducting films ranging in thickness from 200A to bulk at lOGHz.The 
results were compared with calculations based on the BCS theory modified for 
thin films and assuming specular reflection at the surfaces. The agreement of 
the measured values with the calculations using no adjustable parameters is 
excellent. 
The results described in this chapter lead to the conclusion that lhe lhin 
films can be very well characterised insofar as their linear behaviour is con-
cerned. This is an essential step towards an understanding of the more compli-
cated nonlinear and nonequlibrium situations that were studied later and are 














Figures for Ch. II 
Cavity Resonator Apparatus and Mode Geometry 
Cross-section of resonator and dewar insert 
Field Configuration of TE011 mode. The mode is cylindrically sym-
metric. The plot below is the radial dependence of the magnetic 
field at the end plate . 
Mode configuration. TM 111 modes split off from TE mode by the 
holes for pumping and coupling . 
Input and output pulse envelope shapes 
Input pulse envelope 
Output pulse envelope 
Microwave Apparatus for measuring Q of a resonator (for discus-
sion see Sec .3) 
Field configuration used to calculate surface impedance assuming 
specular reflection of electrons at both interfaces. 
Current and field profiles for various values of d/ "A - current 
(dashed) and magnetic field (solid). d/ "A = (a) 0 .1 (b) 1. 0 ( c) 2. 0 
Measured Surface Resistance Rs(t,d) vs. reduced temperature t for 
a variety of Sn samples studied. The solid lines represent calcula-
tions described in Sec .4. The dashed line represents the calcula-
tions for bulk. 
Measured Surface Reactance Xs(T,d) vs . temperature T for thin Sn 
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Rs (fl/sq) vs T/Tc 
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TABLE 2.1 Material Characteristics of the Films 
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CH.III Microwave Response of Superconducting Films 
in the Presence of a Static Supercurrent 
In this chapter we examine the effects on the microwave surface resistance 
Rs of a static current of density J0 in the film. The current is induced by a mag-
netic field Bo applied on one side of the film and it's presence modifi~s the high 
frequency response of the superconductor. 
It is important to view the results of this chapter in the context of the 
measurements of surface resistance in the absence of static current (Ch II) . 
There we found that at low microwave fields the surface impedance was in excel-
lent agreement with the BCS theory. Thus the linear material or constitutive B -
J and the J - A relationship for the superconductor has been experimentally 
verified for thin films. This forms a firm foundation on which an attempt to 
understand nonlinear effects is based. 
It was found that the surface resislance varied quadratically with J0 (or Be) 
except in narrow regions of temperature. The results for the surface rnsistance 
can be expressed as (t =red. temp. =Tl Tc) 
(3 ~) 
The changes in Rs are quadratic in B0 and independent of the microwave 
field B"'. 
Conceptually this dependence of Rs on the static current can arise if one 
includes a non-linear cubic term in the constitutive current-vector potent ial 
relation of the superconductor. The part that is relevant to this experiment can 
be written in terms of the static (A0) and high frequenc y probe (.:\J vec tor 
potentials : 
(3.2) 
where q1 and q2 are to be determined from the lheory. The total current is the 
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sum of eqn.( 1 2) and (3 .2) . 
Note that the resultant high frequency current is linear in Ar.i and quadratic 
in Ao . The first term represents the modifications to the superconductor due to 
the static current alone (e .g. depressed order parameter, changed quasiparticle 
number). The second term is more complic ated since it de scribe s processes 
occurring due to the combined presence of both the static field and high fr e-
quency field . The second t erm is absent if Ao and A(.) are perpendicular to eac h 
other, In this experiment they are parallel and hence this term cannot be 
ignored. 
The basic aim of this research has been to experimentally measure k(t) at 
f = 10 GHz for a variety of Sn and In films in the temperature r ang e 0.4 < t < 
0. 98 . The results are compared with calculations of equilibrium and non-
equilibrium effects based on the microscopic theory. 
The conclusions arrived at are : 
(1 ) At high temperatures (t > 0.9) the dominant effect on the absorption is 
due to the depression of the order parameter by the static current. The experi-
mental re sults for the sign ( + ), magnitude and temper ature dependence agr ee 
with calculations based on the Ginzburg-Landau theory . This is t rue fo r all 
thicknesses of Sn films examined. 
Inclusion of the second term , which enters if the order paramete r oscil-
lates with the microwave fleld would give results a fac t or of 3 larger t han the 
experimental results . This implies that the order parameter doe s not "fo llow" ' 
the microwave field. 
It was found that the order parameter effects were inadequate t o explain 
the re sults at low temperature . 
(2) At low temperature (t < 0.9) the dominant mechanism is the effect on 
the quasiparticle energy spectrum of the applied perturbations . The exp erimen-
tal re sults for k (t) for Sn films fall into two clearly distinguishable classes : 
(a) Thin films (d ~ 500 A) : For thin films the surface resistance was 
experimentally found to decrease with increasing static current (k (t) < 0) . 
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This startling result which is as if the superconductor was "cooled" by the 
current cannot be understood in lerms of the equilibrium theories described 
above. 
If the total quasiparticle number is constrained not to follov.; the field t hen 
the distribution function develops a high frequency component that is out of 
phase with the microwave electric field leading to a decrease of Rs· This is a 
purely non-equilibrium effect and an estimate of it agrees in sign (-ve) and 
approx . magnilude with the experimental results. 
(b) Thick films ( d;:;::: BODA). Experimentally for thick films the surface resis-
e 
tance was found to increase with applied static current. A model based upon the 
equilibrium effect of current on the quasiparticle energy spectrum (in lhe 
"clean" limit) agrees wilh the experimental results for k(t) in sign ( +ve) , magni-
tude and temperature dependence. 
This analysis of the experimental results would imply that the quasipa rti-
cles are out of equilibrium with the phonons in the thinner films while they are 
in equilibrium in the thicker films. However the same results could arise if there 
were an additional current in phase ·with the electric field in the thicker fllms. 
From an examination of the material parameters it was found that A/~ ~ ~- for 
d;:;::: BODA. It is conjectured that inclusion of spatial effects effects mighl lead lo 
such a current contribution. 
The measurements reported here are unique in their sensitivity whi ch 
enables the study of superconducting films for very small perturbations. Furth-
ermore this work constitutes the first quantitative comparison betwe en theory 
and experiments of this class regarding non-equilibrium effects . 
The experiment described here falls in the same class as similar experi-
ments carried out in the last 25 years to examine the static magnetic field 
dependence of the microwave impedance of bulk superconductors. The 
decreases in Rs(B0 ) observed in the bulk experiment were complicated functions 
of temperature, frequency ,orientation etc. and a satisfactory solution was never 
found . 
This experiment has two significant and advantageous features in relation 
to the early bulk results which greatly facilitate analysis. One is the enormous 
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improvement in sensitivity which allows the study of effects due to small static 
current. The other is the ability to vary film thickness which allows the consider-
able manipulation of material parameters . 
The use of a fully superconducting cavity in which the film dominates the 
absorption (Sec.2 .2) enables us to achieve sensitivities orders of magnitude 
better than achieved before. We are able to measure 6Rsl Rs "' 10-5 {at low tem-
perature, 6R3 "' 10-
9 0/ sq. ) . The sensitivity of the bulk experiments was 
6Rsl Rn> 10-4 . Since Rs/ Rn"' 10--3 at low temperature, we see that lhe lower 
limit on the sensitivity is 10-B better than the previous experiments. The advan-
tage of this increased sensitivity is that it allows the study of very small pertur-
bations ( Bal Be ....,10-2 - 10-3). At these low perturbations pp v0 « c.>,T,6 - an 
important limit for the relevant theories . In the bulk experiments lo date the 
fields are comparable to the critical field so that typically pp·v0 » c.>, T which 
greatly complicates the analysis. We believe that the understanding of similar 
experiments performed to date has been hampered by the high fields that were 
used . Indeed there is experimental (R2,K3) and theoretical evidence (Sec . 9) that 
supports this assertion. 
The second aspect concerns the ability to vary film thickness which allows 
us to explore the wavevector dependence of the superconductor - electromag-
netic interaction and the effects of scattering (see Sec .3 5 and Ch.I). The bulk 
experiments did not have this flexibility since they were mostly confined to the 
case of large q ( pure type l superconductors) . This together wilh the spatial 
inhomogeneity of the fields would lead to complications in the analysis for those 
experiments. 
We now proceed to describe experimental results and theoretical analysis 
for 6R3 (B0) . This chapter has been divided into the following sections : 
l. Experimental configuration 
2. Principle of the Measurement 
3. Description of the Electroni.cs 
3. 1 High Frequency Subystem 
3.2 Data acquisition subsystem 
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4. Sample Preparation, Errors and Experimental Checks 
4 .1 Sample Preparation 
4.2 Analysis of Errors in the Measurement 
4 . 3 Examination of Possible Spurious Effects 
5. Outline of the results 
6. Theory of current induced effects in thin films 
7. Temperatures near Tc (t > 0.9) : Order Parameter Effects (Ginzburg - Lan-
dau Theory) 
7 .1 Comparison with Experiment 
7.2 Deviations from Ginzburg-Landau Theory 
8. Quasiparicle Effects in the "Clean" Limit 
8 .1 Comparison with thicker film (d::?: BOO A) results 
9. Proposed Explanation of the Observed Decrease in Rs for the thinnest films 
(d::;; 5ooA.) 
9.1 Quasiparticle Efiects in the "Dirty" limit : (Pairbreaking) 
10. Discussion of Sn films results 
11 . Comparison with previous bulk experiments 
12. Conclusions 
1. Experimental configuration 
A current was induced in the film by applying a field generated by a coil 
carrying a current supplied from an external source . Fig.3. l (a) depicts the 
experimental configuration. 
For a small coil placed coaxial with the resonator and close to it the film 
acts like a superconducting plane of infinite area . The effect of the finite size of 
the film is minimised by the remainder of the resonator which is also fully super-
conducting . Note that the resonator forms a fully connected superconducting 
enclosure . As a first approximation let us consider the film to be equivalent to an 
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infinite superconducting plane . Possible edge effects associated with the finite 
size will be examined later in greater detail. 
Whe n a coil is placed parallel to an infinite superconducting plane and a 
current is applied to it the superconductor shields out fields behind it due to the 
Meissner effect. For this to happen currents are induced in the superconductor . 
The problem may be analysed in terms of the method of images . In this method 
the superconducting plane is replaced by an imaginary coil which is the mirror 
image of the original one placed at the same distance behi.nd the plane 
(Fig.3.l (b)). For the region I the resultant is the vector sum of the fields pro-
duced by the coil and its image . 
Thus at the superconducting surface the resultant component perpendicu-
lar to the film plane is exactly zero while the parallel component is doubled. The 
assumption of a perfect Meissner effect makes thi s result true for arbitrary 
orientation of the coil (though we shall be concerned only with the case of the 
coil plane parallel to the film). 
Replacing the multiturn coil by a single coil of dimensions shown in 
F'ig. 3.1 (b) the radial dependence of the re sutant paralle l component of the field 
is plotted in Fig .3. l( c). Also shown i.n Fig.3 . l (c) is the configuration of the 
microw ave field which was applied to the opposite side of the film . The dimen-
sions of the coil were deliberately chosen so tha t the coil fie ld B0 approximately 
had the same distribution as the microwave field Br.i so that the currents super-
pose . The maximum value of B0 was equal to the field at the coil center ( lo 
within 10% from the calculation) . All results in this chapter are quoted in terms 
of this maximum value. The field at the coil center was calibrated by an 
independent measurement. 
As dis cussed above the r esultant field configuration is the same as if a field 
were applied parallel to one side of the film and none on the other. Under this 
condition a current is induced in the film which is uniform if the film is thin 
(Ch.2.). For the superconductor this current is proportional to the applied field 
for the case of an ideal homogeneous film. This induced current J0 then has the 
same spatial distribution as B0 (the same argument applies to J"' and BJ. One 
expects that the primary quantity affecling the superconducor is .T0 but because 
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of the above proportionality it is justifiable to express the results in terms of B0 
which is the experimentally applied quantity. 
2. Principle of the measurement 
In the presence of a supercurrent in the film the surface resistance is 
expected to be different than for the case of no supercurrent. (The latter case 
was discussed extensively in Ch.2). The change in Rs can be measure d as a 
change in the Q of the resonator. 
Jn practise we shall be interested (see Sec.5 & 6) in the following depen-
dence of Rs : 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
The experimental quantities of interest are ex and k.., . We show below how a 
measurement of the change in Q with Bo yields ex and k.., In the experiments to 
be desc ribed later 6Rs/ Rs< 10-2 . i.e . the changes are very small.Now . 
(3 5) 
where lJ is the enerfJ;y density in the cavity ( which is independent of Bae ) and 
the integral is taken over the surface of the film. Now B0 is cylindrically sym-
metric and the only dependence is on r the radial distance from the center of 
the film ( 0 < r < a , the film radius = 0.875 ins .) . 









Jr dr B~ 
0 
where B0 is the maximum value of B0(r) and b0 = B0(r)/ B0 . We nole thal the 
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power dependence of c5Q on B0 is the same as that of Rs i.e. the exponent ex is 
unchanged by the spatial profile. However the correction 7Ja ~ 1 in general. 
The principle of the measurement is as follows : 
A magnetic field is applied to one side of the film in the form of a triangular 
wave of very low frequency (40 Hz) (Fig.3 .3). The surface resistance changes due 
to the current induced by the field and this causes the resonator Q to change 
(by eqn.3.6). The change in Q causes the voltage V produced by a dete ctor t o 
change proportionately at the same frequency (see Sec.2.3). The voltag e change 
is amplified , digitized and stored in a computer. Typical resulting plots of the 
voltage are as shown in Fig .3.4. These are analysed using a polynomial fitting 
program for the exponent a and coefficient ka · and is related to c5Rs/ Rs by the 
chain of relations : 
ov = 2 oQ 
Vo Qo 
c5Rs = -2- = 
Rs 
(3.8) 
Experimentally it was found that a= 2 i.e. the dependence of oV and hence 
Rs on B0 was quadratic . For this 7Ja = 0. 4 ± 0.1. A further correction = 0.6 is 
necessary t o account for the use of a guard ring to minimise edge effe c t s. The 
result is that k (we drop the subscript) is given by : 
k ~ 2.1 ..L lr~L [ ov]] B6 dx2 V (3. 9) 
where x parameterises the voltage waveform and / is a conversion constant 
between B0 and x. The quantity in brackets was calculated using a polynomial fit 
to the data . With reference to raw data as shown in Fig s. 3.4 and 3.5 x represent s 
the horizontal axis and/ relates x to the instantaneous field value in Figs.3A(a) 
and 3.5( a). B0 is in units of Gauss and hence the units of k are (Gauss) -
2 . 
The experimental pr ocedur e is sum marized below (for details see later se c-
tions) : 
(1 ) The resonator was run in a C-W self excited loop (Fig.3. ) with both probes 
weakly coupled. A steady de voltage V0 ( ~ 60 mV) was obtained at the out-
put of the heterodyne detector . 
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(2) The low frequency ( 40 Hz) triangular wave magnetic field was applied. Due 
to the chain of relations 6R8 -> 6Q -> 6V the detector output had a small 
component (typically lµV) at 40 Hz . 
(3) The small ac component was amplified and sent to a data acquisition com-
puter which digitized and averaged the signal (to increase signal-to-noise). 
The resulting waveform was stored in the computer. 
( 4) Using a polynomial fitting program the coefficient of the quadratic was cal-
culated. Thus the experimenlal quantity k(t) was determmed using 
eqn.(3 .9) at different temperatures . 
The configuration of the electronics required for this scheme has two parts 
(a) a high frequency or rf part that was used to produce the voltage V having 
both the de and ac components V0 and 6V respectively. 
(b) the data acquisition system which acts as an ac voltmeter to measure 6V at 
40 Hz. 
3. Description of the electronics 
Fig. 3.2 is a block diagram uf the electronics used for the measurement. 
The system may be divided into two parts - a high frequency subsystem used to 
produce a low frequency voltage whose magnitude was determined by the Q of 
the resonator ( and hence by Rs ) and a low frequency data acquisition sub-
sytem designed lo measure the voltage. We now describe in detail the operation 
of these subsystems . 
3.1. High frequency subsystem 
In order to compensate for random drifts in the source frequency the reso-
nator was run in a self excited loop as shown in Fig .3.2 . The amplified output of 
an X - band generator at a frequency c.J0 + c.Jit (c.J0 = resonator resonant fre-
quency = 10.1 2 GHz. and c.Jit = approx. 60 MHz) was split into two and fed into the 
L ports of two double balanced mixers A and B. The resonator output at c.Jo was 
fed into the R port of mixer A producing a heterodyned outpul of frequency c.Ji! . 
The c.Jif signal was amplified ( approx. 80 dB) and limited and fed into the X port 
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of mixer B. This signal on being recombined with the c.> 0 + c.>it signal produces a 
signal at c.>0 which was amplified and supplied to the input port of the r esonator . 
The condition for oscillation of the loop and consequent excitation of the 
resonator is : 
\Oout(t) - \Oin (t) = \OJoop = 2 1'i (3. 13) 
independent of frequency and where i;o refers to a phase of the signal and \CJoop is 
the net phase difference introduced by the loop circuitry . \Oioop is determined by 
the phase shift introduced by lhe coaxial cables and various passive and active 
devices in the loop circuitry. Since these are not easily amenable to manipula-
tion ( except by changing cable lengths) the phase shifter had to be used in 
order to satisfy the conditon eqn.(3.13). 
With all amplifiers activated the X-band source was set to 10 . ! 2 GHz + 60 
MHz . The 60 MHz heterodyned output of mixer A was observed after 
amplification on a fast scope. The phase shifter was then adjusted t o give mn.x-
imum signal. The procedure was then repeated after adjusting the X-band 
source by a few MHz because of freqency dependent effects in the Jf cir cuitry. 
particularly the limiter. 
Under these conditions the resonator was excited at resonance . F'requency 
shifts due to any cause were automatically compensated for by the loop circ w-
try. With both input and output probes weakly coupled the output and input 
powers are related at resonance by : 
(3. 14) 
where {3 is determined by the coupling of both probes to the resona tor . When 
mixer A is operate d in its linear mode the r esultant output of the di ode rl etector 
(operated as a square law detector) is 
(3.15) 
where o: is the amplification provided by the amplifier (::::: 40dB) and r is 
characteristic of the diode detector. 
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Since small changes f:..V were of interest 
Typical magnitudes of V ~ 60 mv and since 6 VIV< 10- 2 , f:..V < 600 nV. 
3.2. Data acquisition subsystem 
The ac part (at 40 Hz) of the detected voltage was amplified by a specially 
designed ac coupled low noise amplifier (gain approx. 1250 .) . This amplified sig-
nal together -with the inherent noise had to be transmitted through 150 ft 50 0 
cable to the PDP- J 1 which was used to do an Analog-to-Digital conversion. In 
order to prevent the capacitance of the cable from loading the amplifier and 
making the latter oscillate a line driver (essentially a 1: 1 current amplifier) was 
used after the amplifier to facilitate transmission. In order to isolate the electric 
grounds of the apparatus from the computer ground, since they were located in 
different rooms, a line receiver had to be constructed for use just before the 
computer 
A timing or sync pulse had to be fed to the computer to initiate data taking . 
This pulse produced by the waveform generator which generated the triangular 
waveform for the magnetic field also had to be transmitted using a line driver 
and receiver for the reasons discussed above . 
The sequence of events was as follows : The magnetic field was applied to the 
film as a triangular waveform at 40 Hz. The modulation of the surface resistance 
caused a corresponding voltage at 40 Hz in addition to the de voltage. This 40 Hz 
signal was amplified and sent to Channel 0 of the computer. 
The sync pulse applied to Channel 1 of the computer caused an upward 
going transition at this channel. When this happened the AID was activated . The 
computer performed an AID conversion of the signal (Ch 0) for 400 points 
separated by a specified interval. The AI D operation for each of the 400 points 
involves assigning an integer between 0 and 1023 as a result of the measurement 
of the voltage at Ch 0 (between ± 2.5V) and storing this result. When this was 
completed the computer waited for the next upward transition at Ch 1 caused 
by the sync pulse (F'ig.3.3).The process was repeated n 1 times and the result 
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added for each point. In order to avoid integer overflow (max = + 32678, -32677) 
periodically the results were converted to real numbers and the entire process 
repeated il2 times and the result divided by n2 . The final result was a set of 400 
integers between +32678 , -32677 where : 
1 integer unit = 5. I 1023 / n 1 volts . 
The data acquisition system acted essentially li.ke a multichannel signal 
averager with a gain of n 1 and reduction of white noise determined by n 1 and n2 . 
(Signal to noise is increased as (n1il2)* ). n 1 was limited by integer overflow to 
values < 100 (depending on input signal level) while in principle n2 could be 
arbitrarily large but was limited by reasonable data acquisition times and 
acceptable signal to noise level. For the largest values found necessary 
( n 1= 100,n2 =100) the net time for data acquisition at a 40 Hz rate was approx.2 
x 104 / 40 secs ~ 4 mins ., where the factor 2 takes into account some unavoid-
able dead time . 
Typical results of such a measurement are shown in Fig .3.4 . In Fig .3. 4( a) the 
triangular waveform for the magnetic field is shown plotted vs. time. Fig . 3.4(b) 
is a plot of the result of A I D conversion for 400 equidistant points over Lhe same 
interval . IL is apparent that the signal to noise ratio is more than adequate for 
data analysis . 
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4. Sample preparation, Errors and Experimental checks 
4.1. Sample preparation 
All samples studied were thin films evaporated into sapphire substrates at 
liq. Nitrogen temperature. The details are described in Ch.II. The parameters of 
the samples used in this experiment are given in Table 3.1. 
4.2. Analysis of Errors in the measurement 
The quantity that is measured experimentally is k(t) (see Sec. 3.2) . Since 
the electronics is quite complex (Fig.3.2 ) great care was taken to ensure that 
the entire system was linear. The detector was operated in its square-law regime 
(VD( high frequency power) . A test triangular wave was used to verify the linear-
ity of the system. From a measurement of the slope and magrutude the linear-
ity and accuracy of the A-D system were found to be better than 1%. Thus the 
errors introduced by the electronics are within 1% and can be ignored . 
From an examination of eqn. (3. 9.) we deduce three main sources of uncer-
tainty in the measurement of k(t). 
(a) Uncertainty of Static field geometry - Temp . independent error This is due _ 
to uncertainties in estimating B0 and r12. For a given current in the coil il is 
necessary to know Bo (the maximum field at the film) and B0 (r) it's spatial 
profile . This is easy to do for a single turn - as we have done . However the 
actual coil is of finite size which introduces an uncertainty into Be and r; 2 . 
We estimate this uncertainty to be 5% for B0 and 20% for 'r] 2 leading to a 
total contribution of 30% to k (t). 
Note that this uncertainty is purely a geometric effect and is independent 
of temperature. It might vary slightly from film to film due to the slight 
geometric changes in assembling apparatus. 
(b) Relative Error (' Temp Dependent" Error) This arises because of random 
uncertainties in carrying out the experimental procedure described in 
Sec .3.2 used to measure the quantity Y,. d
2
2 (6V IV). This was estimated dx 
experimentally by repeating the procedure a few times and found to be 
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approx. 10%. 
Thus we conclude that the relative error in measuring k(t) is ± 10% while 
the absolute error is ± 40%. 
4.3. Examination of possible spurious effects 
The repeatability of the reS'Ults has been checked with 3 films with d = 500 
EXAMINATION OF EDGE EFFECTS 
In Sec.2 the film was regarded as an infinite plane . The reason this is possi-
ble is because of the remainder of the resonator which is also superconducting . 
An additional aspect is that the coil diameter is much smaller than the film 
diameter . 
In Fig .3. l(c) it wi.11 be seen that the field at the film edge is ~ 0.07B0 the 
maximum field at a distance r /a=0.469 from the center. In the pnre TE011 mode 
the microwave field at the edge is strictly zero . These two factors greatly contri-
bute to minimising any possible effects arising out of the finite film size . 
In order to further ensure negligible edge effects a Sn ring was placed con-
centric with the coil and whose inner edge coincided with the dimension of the 
resonator (Fig . 3.1 (a)) . 
Because of the flux quantizalion condition the ring acts to maintain zero 
total flux inside it. Thus it prevents the field from "peeking" out beyond the film 
edge since all the flux in the interior of the coil has to return in the area 
between the ring and the coil. This greatly reduces the field at the edge a nd only 
minimally reduces the maximum field. The ring may be imagined to be like an 
additional coil with an appropriate current flowing in it to maintain zero total 
flux and cancel fields outside the ring. 
In this configuration the field distribution is slightly altered and the max-
imum field produced at the film for a given current in the coil is slightly 
reduced. It is easy to correct for this by experiment. By measuring LIQ /Q (as 
discussed earlier ) with and without the ring the correction to I2 was determined 
for ex = 2 : 
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a.= 2: 7'Jo.ring = 0.6 7Jo. 
This correction was used throughout the experiment as was the ring 
This factor of 0.6 implies that with the ring Bo was approx. 80% of the value 
with no ring for the same coil current . This is the correct magnitude as can be 
seen by a simple argument considering the flux that would escape beyond the 
ring in its absence. F'or the above magnitude we expect that the field at the film 
edge would be reduced by perhaps a factor Rj 5 - 10 from its already low value of 
~ 0.07 B0 Since the outcome of the results was not affected (except for the 
small quantitative correction described above) we conclude that edge effects 
were negligible. 
EXAMINATION OF TRAPPED FLUX EFFECTS 
The results were clearly not due to flux trapped in the film This was verified 
by examining situations where flux was deliberately introduced · 
(a) The film was cooled with the coil carrying a current. The result.:: for 
l:iRIR were always > 0 i.e. MUR increased for all temperatures. 
Data obtained with flux in the film were always dependenl on the direction 
of the applied field. The quadratic data were always independent of field direc-
ti on. 
(b) With the tum cooled in zero applied magnetic field ( the ambient field < 
10-3 G )flux was injected into the film by raising the applied field. (see Ch.5) 
F'or high temperatures (t 2 0.9 for Sn) the curves for tiV /Vat high flelds 
were as shown in F'ig.3.6.This plol leads to an easy interpretation of flux lines 
being driven into the film and pulled out. F'ig.3.7(a) and 3.7(b) are a sketch of 
the applied field and the resultant data. 
Fig.3. 7(c) is a plot of the expected current density in the film .Remember 
that a continous triangular field was applied . Because of the presence of flux the 
condition of zero induced current occurs not at B = 0 but at some finite value of 
the field. On either side of this finite value the current is linearly proportional to 
the field until it rises to a critical value. Now the current cannot increase 
further b;it because the field is increasing flux lines are driven into the film 
When the field reaches its maximum value and begins to decrease the current 
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begins to change and the process is repeated. 
This picture lends considerable weight to the assumption that in the 
absence of flux the current was proportional to the field . 
An important feature of the above result was that at high temperatures flux 
lines could be driven in and removed, i.e. when the applied field was removed the 
flux lines seemed to disappear since the resonator Q returned to its original 
value. 
This was not the case at low temperatures where once flux was driven in it 
was irreversibly trapped (see F'ig l.2. Ch.5) .When this happened the results for 
6R I R were different than F'igs.3 .4 and 3.5. in that stable plots like Figs .3.5 were 
not obtainable. 
EXAMINATJON OF "LJ:,'AKAGE' EFFECTS 
We now examine the possible contribution of transmission through the film . 
We are effectively measuring changes in the resonator Q which has contributions 
both from the absorption and transmission. The changes in Q have been related 
thus far to changes in Rs rather than due to transmission. 
In Ch.IJ it was shown that even for the thinnest films the ratio of the powers 
Pxmm/ P abs ~ 6x10- 3 . Thus the contribution to the Q is smaller than the absorp-
tion losses . This was experimentally verified as described in Ch.II . The effects of 
transmission continue to be negligible as in Ch.II . 
5. Outline of Results 
Jn Sec.3 we described the experimental procedure for measuring changes 
6Rs in the surface resistance Rs due to applied static magnetic field . Except in 
very narrow regions of temperature the raw data for 6R8 o< - 6V was as shown in 
F'ig.3. 4 and 8.5 . These results were independent of microwave intensity. 
In F'ig .3.4 as the magnetic field was increased (in absolute magnitude) from 
zero the surface resistance increased. From curves (a) and (b) the relation 
between 6Rs and B0 is seen to be quadratic . These raw data were analysed on a 
computer and the exponent was found to be 2 ± 0.05. From a polynomial fit, the 
coefficient of the quadratic was extracted and k (t) computed from eqn(3. 9) 
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where oRs = k(t) B02 . Note that k(t) > 0 in Fig .3.4. 
Fig. 3.4 was typical of the results obtained for thicker films (d ~ 800 A) for 
Sn at all temperatures (0.38 - 0. 98Tc). The results for k(t) for these films is 
given as a function of temperature in Fig.3 .8. Note the precipitous decrease for 
t near 1 (T near Tc). This steep behaviour seems to get arrested below t ~ 0.9 
and is followed by a gradual rise as the temperature is lowered further . 
For thinner films ( d = 260 A, 500A) also of Sn the results at high tempera-
ture (t ~ 0.9) were represented by Fig .3.4. That is the surface resistance 
increased with increasing field (k(t) > 0) sirni.lar to the thick films and the tem-
perature dependence was similar . 
For these thinner films startling results were obtained when the tempera-
ture was lowered below t ~ 0.9. Fig.3.5 is typical of the data for these conditions . 
As the field was increased the surface resistance decreased quite unlike the 
other results. ln other words k(t) < 0. The temperature dependence of the abso-
lute value of k(t) for the thinner films is shown in Fig .3.9. The connected data 
points are for k(t) < 0. Note that at high temperature where k (t) > 0 the tem-
perature dependence is quite similar to that of thicker films . 
ln the temperature region 0 .88 < t < 0. 90 the field dependence of oRs was 
not monotonic but nearly oscillatory. ln this region the quadratic behaviour 
seems to be absent (k(t) ~ 0). It was decided to defer the analysis of these com-
plicated data. 
Summary of Results for Sn films 
We summarize below the features of the results that should be described by 
relevant theories : 
(a) The changes in oRs are quadratic in the field strength i.e . oRs = k(t) B02 
except for thin films between t ~ 0.88-0.90. 
(b) The results were independent of microwave intensity. 
(c) Thicker films (d ~ 800 A) : k(t) > 0 for all t, i.e . surface resistance 
increases with increasing applied field . k(t) decreases sharply below Tc and gra-
dually rises at low temperature. 
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(d) Thinner films (d ~ 500 A) : At high temperature (t > 0. 9) the results 
are similar to those of the thicker films i.e. k(t) > 0 and has a similar tempera-
ture dependence. 
At low temperature t < 0.9, 6Rs is still quadratic. However oRs < 0 i.e. k(t) < 
0 Thus this result differs qualitatively from the thicker film results at low tem-
perature . 
6. Theory of Static Current effects on Surface Resistance 
Having described the fe atures of the experimental results we now proceed 
to examine various theoretical models and compare their results -with the exper-
imental data. 
Since we are mostly concerned with thin films (d ~ 2000A) the surface 
impedance can be approximated by its thin film limit. Jn the local limit the sur-
face impedance can be written in terms of the complex conductivity : 
(3.14) 
(3.15) 
where Rn(d) is the surface resistance in the normal state, Pn = 11 O'n, Pn and O'n 
are respectively the normal state resistivity and conductivity of the film. 
From the above eqn. we get, assuming (a1/ an) << (a2 / an) as is usually the 
case 
6 Rs 0 (JI 00'2 
= - 2-
Rs (JI a2 
(3.16) 




We shall use these greatly simplitled equations in the discussions that follow. 
Jn the presence of a supercurrent the conductivities are changed and the 
above eqns. are used to calculate the effect on the measured quantity - Rs· 
Conceptually the changes of a1 and a 2 can be represented using eqn(3.2) as 
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-1 2 t5a2 = - [ Re q1 +Re~] Ao 
C.> 
The resultant changes in Rs are independent of the high frequency field and 
quadratic in the static field. 
7. Temperatures near Tc (t > 0.9 ): Order Parameter Effects (Ginzburg - Landau 
Theory) 
Near Tc a particularly simple formulation of superconductivity exists in the 
form of the Ginzburg-Landau (GL) theory (G4). In GL the superconducting state 
is described by a complex order parameter 1/1 and the free energ y can be VvTit-
ten: 
(3. : 8) 
where fn = free energy of lhe normal state and ex , (3 (> 0) are param eter;,, The 
effect of a vector potential which produces a current is included, the associated 
magnetic field being assumed negligible. 11/! 12 can be associated with Ps the den-
sity of Cooper pairs . 
In the presence of a current the kinetic energy associated with the current 
increases fs (towards fn ) . Consequently 11/1 12 and Ps must decrease . As a result 
both the penetration depth A. increase and a2 decrease since A oc 1/ a2 1/ Ps· 
From eqn. (3 .1 6) Rs has to increase . This can also be seen from the temperdure 
dependence of R8 (T) (Fig .2.6). The effect of the static current is as if t o "push" 
the superconductor towards Tc thus increasing Rs · 
The calculation of k( t) in this model yields ( G5) : 
1 
kcdt,d) (3 .1 9) 
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where !... = /...p(~ 0/ l)* is the m.f.p . corrected penetration depth and Eco is the bulk 
critical field at T = 0 , t...P is the penetration depth in the pure bulk material 
( = 510A for Sn) . 
7. L Comparison with experiment 
Fig . 3 .10 is a plot of the experimental data for the various films studied 
along with kGL(T) calculated for the same films using the paramet er s li sted in 
Table 3. 1. We make the following comments : 
(1 ) The experimental results are very well described by kGdt) fort> 0.9 
both as regards temperature and thickness dependence . This implies that at 
high temperatures the experimental results are consistent with the order 
parameter being depressed by the static current . 
(2) The analytic solution kGL (t) was obtained in the limit K = oc wher e 
K = !.../~is the GL parameter(G5) . This corresponds to the dirty or type II llmit. 
The other limit K = 0 (type I) for which analytic s olutions c an be obtaine d has a 
weaker temperature dependence (1 -t2)-2 (1 -t4)-* and is not consistent with the 
data . 
(3) Eqn. (3. 19) is a manifestation of the first term in eqn 3.1. The second 
term in eqn. (3.1 ) leads to a subtler effect. If Ao II Aw as is the c ase here, the 
instantaneous A = ~ +- Ar.i . ·Because the change in pair densit y ops oc 
A2 = A02 + 2A0 ·~ the density and hence the order parameter have a high fre-
quency component. Jn the pre sence of the static current this leads to an addi-
tional contribution to the current 1r.i = Ps A and hence to the conductivity a2 
This conlribulion is absent if Awl A0 . 
Jn this simple picture (SB) then the net result representing both t he q1 and 
~ terms can be represented phenomenologically as : 
= - 2 Oa2 oc 1 + 2 cos2(19-) 
a2 1 - c.JTR 
where 19- is the angle between Ao and "Aw. Thus if Ao II Ar.i and c.JTR << 1 the re sult is 
3 times larger than if c.JTR >> 1 because the second term is prop ortional t o 
1/ c.JTR in the latter case . The pair density responds like a low pass filter . 
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This simple piclure dominated the thinking in the early analysis (G5). It 
entirely ignores the fact that the superconductor is a two component syst em so 
that even if c.>TR >> 1 the density of states can oscillate at the frequenc y c.,i so 
long as c.> < 26. This gives rise to an additional contribution which turns out to be 
of crucial importance in interpreting the data at low temperature (se e Sec. 9) . 
(It is possible that this density of states oscillation is responsible for the 
discrepancy from the simple ideas described above in the experiments of 
Ref .P2) . 
The experimental data (F'ig .3.1 0) seem to show that at high temperature 
such contributions are dominated by the direct static effect eqn . (3. ~ 9) . From 
the discussion in Sec .3.4 the best way to determine such effects would be in the 
temperature dependence rather lhan in the absolute rnagnilude . 
(4) The simple order parameter effect eqn.( 3. 19) predicts that kcL(t) --> 
const as t --> 0 Fig. 3.10 shows tha t the experimental re sull s deviate sl rongly 
from this prediction in two very interesting ways depending on lh ickness. We 
summarize these differences below. 
7.2. Deviations from GL at low temperatures 
(a} Thicker films d? BODA 
The experimental re sults fort < 0.9 for these films are greater than kcL( t) . 
The most inleresting aspect is thal k(t) (note that it is +ve) inc r eases wit h 
decreasing temperature . 
(b} Thinner films d ~ 500A 
F'or t < 0. 9 the data for thin films differs not merely in temperature depe n-
dence or magnitude but most importantly in sign. It was found that 6R! R < 0 
(hence k (t) < 0) - a startling result . 
At low temperature changes in the the surface resistance are dominated by 
the number of quasiparticle ( oc exp (-6/ T) ) rather than the pair densi t y. In the 
GL theory the quasiparticles are ignored. We now examine the effects of quasi-
particles on Rs in the presence of a supercurrent . The dominant contribution is 
that of a 1/ an which we have ignored so far. 
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8. Quasiparticle Effects in the "Clean'' Limit 
In the BCS theory in the absence of any external perturbations the quasi-
particle energies and density of states are given by : (Tl) 
E = (cj{2 + 62)* (3.20) 
N(E) = IE I 
[E2 - 62)* 
e (E2-62) (3. 2n 
where ck = rf/ 2m (k2 - kp2) is tbe Bloch energy (relative to tbe Fermi level cf) 
and t9 is the step function . We now examine changes that occur in this descrip-
tion in the presence of a static current and further describe how the conduc-
tivit ies are affected. 
In a dean superconductor where scattering is negligible the current dis-
places the Fermi surface ink space by mv0/ fi= - (eel !'V -~o where v0 is the velo-
city of the pairs due to the supercurrent. The result of this is to shift the quasi-
particle energies and make the density of states anisotropic · 
Ev = E + pp·vo = Eo - pp·Ao (3 .22) 
N(E) = 
!Ev ! 
G(Ev - 6) (3.23) 
[E/ - 62) 
The density of states is described pictorially in F'ig.3. 1 l (a). At a timte tem-
perature the distribution of quasiparticles is anisotropic while the total number 
is increased ( on averaging over the Fermi surface). 
It should be noted that a current-carrying state in a superconduclor is a 
state of thermodynamic equilibrium and can be formally obtained by minimising 
the total free energy of the system ( Cooper pairs and quasiparticles) subject to 
the constraint J 0 = -~ A0 = nev0 . The resultant distribution function is 
4rrA. 
anisotropic and simply given by the equilibrium Fermi distribution function with 
shifted energ ies (B3,P5): 
r 1-1 f(E) = lexp((3(E-pp·v0)) + 1 (3.24) 
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where {3 = 1/ kT. Using this distribution function the conductivities a 1 and a 2 can 
be calculated. The well-known Mattis-Bardeen expressions for a/ an and a2/ an 
(Ml ,T l. P4) are modified for this case by the use of eqns.(3.22) and (3.23) The 
resultant expressions are (see also G3,M l ) : 
x [ f(E - prv0cos(v)) - f(E - ppv0cos (v) + c.J) ] 
where -y is the angle between~ and Ar.; ( -y = 0 in this experiment ). Further we 
are interested only in effects to lowest order in v0 (i.e.B0) so that PrVc « 6 ,T. In 
this limi t. · 
= a1(D) [ 1 + 2 + cos2y [prvo)
2 
I2 - To 1 
an 16 kT lo j (3.25(a)) 
= a2(0) [l l _ 1 + cos2y [prvo )
2 
~1 
an 16 kT ]4 
(3.25(b)) 
where Io , 12 , 13 , 14 are integrals over E. Using the above equations and (3. 16) 
oR8 / Rs can be calculated. This can only be done numerically. However the low 
temperature limit is particularly interesting (-y = 0 and ppv0 « c.J « T « 6) : 
oR [ )
2 
__ s = + 1-_ PF Vo + 0 [ -Al r) Rs 8 kT e (3 .25(c)) 
This result has a particularly simple interpretation. The anisotropic distri-
bution function le ads lo an increase in the number of quasiparticles propor-
tional to (ppv0/ kT)
2 exp( -6/ T). a 1/ an is a frequency dependent measure of 
this number and the fractional increase leads to the flrsl term. The frac:tiona l 
decrease in a2 ( equivalently the increase of penetration depth ) due to the 
quasiparticles is smaller by O(exp(-b./ T)) and leads to the second term. 
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Now v0 = j 0/ nse = (4rre/ mc2).:\2 (t) fo where .:\is the m.f.p. corrected pene-
tration depth in the "dirty" material. For a thin film with a field applied on one 
side , fo = (cl 4rr) Bo/ d. In addition we have that in the pure bulk case at T = 0, 
with "A = .:\p(O) the pure bulk penetration depth and Bo = Bea the bulk critical field 
at T = 0, then 6(0) = PFvc(T=O) = (el mc).:\p(O)Bco· Hence: 
(3.26) 
= ]__ [.:\ _JQL_] 2 _ 1 [_MQl_] 2 
8 .:\p(O) Bc0 2 kTc 
(3.27) 
We us e a correction factor~= 0.4 ford= 2000 A in evaluating eqn.( 3.27). 
8.1. Comparison with thick film results (d ~ BODA) 
In Fig .(3 .12) we compare the experimental results with eqn.(3.27) calcu-
lated using the values listed in Table I. We make the following comments : 
(a) For d ~ BODA kq-·cl describes the temperature dependence of the dala 
verv well. Jn particular fort --> 0, kq-c1(t) -> 1/ t 2 This is in good agreement with 
the data and resolves the striking disagreement between the experimental 
resul l s and the CL theory . 
(b ) From Ch.11 the measurements of Rs as a function of thickness indicate 
thal for thick pure films of Sn nonlocal effects enter into Rs · This means that 
the q large part of the kernel Q(q,c..> .Ao=O) used in Ch.IJ contributes significantly 
to Rs In the calculation leading to eqn.(3 .27) we assumed that the wavevector 
dependence in the presence of a static current would be the same as in its 
u.bsenc e . In other words in the absence of current the Mattis-Bardeen conduc-
tivity ratios a 1/ an and a2/ an are both independent of q . This is becaus e for 
small q a 1 , a 2 , an are independent of q and for large q they are all propor-
tional to 1 /q . We assume that the same holds in the presence of current. A 
microscopic calculation by Maki (M2) for the case of large q seems to bear this 
out since he gets the same expression. ( Maki gets a negative sign for 6Rs at 
6 < T which we believe is due to an error). 
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(c) The above analysis yields positive quadratic dependence for 6Rs at all 
temperatures. It does not predict the observed low temperature negative qua-
dratic behaviour for thin films . 
These calculations have be en carried out in the "clean" limit Timp Tc» 1 
(1 » ~0 ) where Timp = 1/ vp is the impurity or elastic scattering time. In this limit 
each quasiparticle remains in its momentum state but changes its energy 
according to (3.22). If c..>Timp « 1, then this holds for the 2nd. term in eq.(3.2) 
also, i.e. the distribution function follows the high frequency field and the quasi-
particle number changes accordingly even though c..>Tin » 1 (Tin is the inelastic 
electron-phonon scattering time) . 
The clean limit should not be expected to apply to these films since the 
m.f.p. is smaller than fo Consequently we view the apparent agreement of the 
experimental results with this "clean" limit theory as being coincidental As dis-
cussed in Sec.10 it is possible that the spatial variation of the current across the 
film needs to be incorporated into the calculations in a nontrivial way i.e. the 
distribution function at a point is affected by the current over a spatial region of 
order ~ and the local relation assumed in eqn. (3.22) does not hold. 
9. Proposed Explanali on of the observed decrease in surface resistance 
Since the low temperature results for d ~ 500A differs in the important 
aspect of sign from the predictions of the above model we examine why the 
latter seems Lo be inapplicable lo the lhin film case . 
When the film is made thinner scattering at the surface and also due to the 
increased presence of inhomogeneities becomes important . This of course mani-
fests itself in the decrease of m.f.p. with thickness (see Table 3. 1). The electro-
dynamics is consequently modified (Ch.I and II) . 
Increased scattering also leads to a randomization of the quasiparticle 
momentum. Under these conditions the "clean" pict ure for the density of states 
used above (Fig.3.1 l(a)) is no longer valid. Rather the anisotropy is washed out 
and the density of states becomes as shown in Fig.3.11 (b). 
Neither or both of these modifications are adequate to explain why the sur-
face resistance decreases at low temperature in the thin films . They merely 
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modify the quantitative details and do not yield the observed change in sign. 
Rather the most important aspect is the assumption regarding the second 
term, that it is present if either the pair density or the quasiparticle number are 
allowed to oscillate with the field, and that it is absent if the frequency is so high 
that they cannot do so. This is a simple picture of a relaxation process and we 
find that it is inadequate to describe the experimental results since it merely 
modifies the magnitude by a factor of 3 depending on whether it is presumed to 
be present or absent and does not affect the sign. 
Consider what happens if the condition c.>T >> 1 is satisfied, as is the case 
here .(see Ch.I) , where Tis the quasiparticle scattering time . Unlike the static 
term A02 the high frequency pairbreaking term "k·Aw will not be able to change 
the quasiparticle number since w T » l. However the density of states and gap 
can follow the high frequency field since their fundamental frequenc y is ti » w. 
Both these effects would for w < 1/ T tend to increase the quasiparticle number . 
At high frequencies w > 1/ T and in order to counteract this increase the quasi-
particle distribution function has to respond in an opposite way. Thus the quasi-
particl e distribution function has a high frequency component fw which leads to 
an additional current which we call Jqw ne oc (A0 ·Ar.;)A0 that is exactly out of phase 
with the electric field. Because this current is out of phase with the electric 
field it leads to a -ve sign for this contribution to the conductivity with a resul-
tant decrease in the absorption. Similarly there is a supercurrent component 
called Jsw ne which adds to the usual supercurrent Jsw (present in the absence of 
static field see Ch.I) .This implies that the penetration depth decreases at the 
same time. These currents and their phase relationships are depicted in 
Fig.3. 14. The superscript "eq" refers to the contributions considered in the pre-
vious sections ( due to the first term (Ao "k)Aw in eqn.(3 .2)) which increase the 
surface resistance while the superscript "ne" refers to the nonequlibrium contri-
bution just discussed. 
Calculations in which the above considerations are included are described 
next. 
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9.1. Calculation of k(t) for "dirty" limit and q --> 0 
These calculations are based upon the high frequency response calculations 
of Ovchinnikov (01) and Ovchinnikov and Schon (02). They asswne the "dirty 
limit" and local electrodynamics. 
In the presence of a current the density of states is no longer anisotropic as 
in the "clean" case discussed above. We now have "pairbreaking" effects entering 
into the picture leading to states in the gap . Thus the minimum energy of excita-
tions Oc < 6(A0=0), the value of the gap in the absence of current. The density of 
states now looks as in Fig.3.J l(b). These effects are described in terms of a pair -
breaking parameter r given by : 
~8 28) 
where D = 1/ 3 vl TeJ is the diffusion coefficient and TeJ = 1/ vp is the elastic 
scattering time. 
The calculation of the high frequency response in the presence of a staliC' 
current is a formidable one requiring elaborate Green's function Le chniques . 
This has been carried out by Ovchinnikov(Ol) and Ovchinnikov and Schon(02) 
Since the particular case of this experiment was not analysed though general 
results were given, the details and specializations to cases of interest had Lo be 
carried out (S3). Here we quote the final results and give a description of the 
relevant processes. 
The equivalent of eq.(3. 1) for this case is :(the convention as = a 1 +i a 2 is 
used here following (01) and (02)). 
(3 .29) 
In this experiment we have ~ 1 1 A(.). Further r = 2e2D A02 << e.>, T ,6. We are 
also only interested in effects linear in r ( oc A02 ) . Hence : 
(3.30) 
Since we are interested in low temperatures, the dominant effect is due to a 1/ an 
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which is simply proportional to the imaginary part of the kernel Q1 + (f I c..>)Q2 . 
a1(f) au a1.2 1 r 
= + = - -Im Q1(f) - 2 Im Q2(f=O) an an an c..> c..> 
(3.31) 
6Rs 6a 1(f) 6 Im Q1(f) r Im Q2(0) 
= = - Im Q-;(6} Im Q1 (0) Rs a1 c..> 
(3.32) 
where a 1(0) is the Mattis Bardeen result . The contribution Q1 arises from the 
direct action of the static current on the quasiparticle energy spectrum. The 
microwaves act as probe (the first term in eqn.(3.2)). The Q2 term arises from 
the modification of the pairbreaking by the high frequency probe field ( s econd 
term in (3 .2) ). 
The contribution au due lo Im Q1 can only be evaluated numerically . We 
have carried out the computations in some detail. The main result of interest 
here is that for small r « c..>, T, 6 and al low temperature (6 » T), au increases 
linearly with I' and hence A02 , implying that Rs increases due to this channel. 
This is due to the slight reduction in the gap which increases the number of 
quasiparticles. For large f 213 » c..>, au < a 1 so that Rs could decrease. This is an 
interesting effect but not of relevance here since in thi s case r ~ 10- 2 c..> . (This 
decrease is similar to the decreases computed by Garfunkel (G3) at high fields 
pp·v0 > c..> For ppv0 < w the results of (G3) are equivalent to those of eqns .(3.25)) . 
We conclude once again that the equilibrium effect of the static current 
alone in modifying the quasiparlicle spectrum is not adequate to explain the 
observed decrease of Rs · 
The origin of the second term a1.2 due to Q2 arises from the modification of 
the static pairbreaking by the high frequency probe field . Conceptually this is 
described by the follovving diagram : 
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The high frequency component k·A(,J oc f (,J leads to pair breaking effects at 
the frequency CJ. This means that both the quasiparticle distribution function 
and the gap parameter !::, have a high frequency component f(,J and 6(,J . The pres-
ence of these components in turn alters f (,J· Thus these quantities have to be 
calculated selfconsistently. Fortunately this task has been carried out in 
Ref.(0 1,02) quoted above. Jn the low temperature limit: 
6Rs ai.2 r tr/ '12 t::, f [ l [ ) [ ) S/ 2 [ ] Rs = ~ = - /; ln(4T/ CJ) - r ~ - tr /; 
We have simplified the expressions using the low temperature limit of interest 
r «CJ « T « !:::.. Using eq.(3.28) and (3.26) we get in the low temperature limit: 
2 1 [ A. j 2 f rr'-"2 ] 
kq-ne(t) = - 3 Bco2 d l1n(4T/CJ) -7 + 1f (3.33) 
This term was found to numerically dominate the +ve effect due to Im Q1 . 
Note that this gives a decrease for 6Rs (k(t) < 0). In Fig .3. 13 we compare 
this result with the experimental results for d = 500A and 260A. Considering the 
approximations (particularly in regard to relating r to B0 ) in the calculations 
we consider the agreement to be satisfactory at low temperature. 
10. Discussion of results for Sn films 
A summary of the conclusions arrived at from the analysis described above 
is: 
(a) For d ~ BODA the experimental results can be described in terms of 
equilibrium concepts. At high temperature the dominant effect is due to the 
fractional decrease of the order parameter while at low temperature the frac-
tional increase of the quasiparticle number dominates . These equilibrium effects 
describe very well the experimental results in sign ( +ve), magnitude and tem-
perature dependence. The analysis also seems to imply that the order parame-
ter does not oscillate with the field while the quasiparticle number "follows" the 
field . 
(b) For d ~ 500A the high temperature results are describable in terms of 
the order parameter decrease. At low temperature (t < 0. 9) the results are that 
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the surface resistance Rs decreases with static applied current. This cannot be 
explained by the equilibrium increase of the quasiparticle number due lo the 
static current alone. Rather a non-equilibrium modification of the static pair-
breaking by the high frequency field has to be considered. This leads to a quasi-
parlicle current that is out of phase with the electric field and gives rise to a 
decrease of the surface resistance. Calculations of this backfiow current show 
that it is the dominant effect and agrees with the experimental results as far as 
sign and approximate magnitude and temperature dependence to withi.n the 
experimental and calculational uncertainties. 
These results imply that there exists a critical thickness de 
(500A < de <BODA) above which the non-equilibrium backfiow contribution 
becomes unimportant . One is tempted to say that with increasing thickness d, 
the inelastic scattering time becomes shorter and the opposite condition 
l'..J T « 1 is valid. There is no other experimental evidence to support this - rather 
with decreasing m.f.p. as d increases Tm should get longer (see Ch.IV). 
As we have mentioned earlier in this chapter and discussed in detail in Ch.II 
the nature of the electrodynamic response changes with the m .f. p . The parame-
ter 1/ /... = ql determines this response. For ql << 1 the electrodynamics is local 
(London type) and the response is determined by the q 4 0 part of the kernel. 
For ql >> 1 the electrodynamics is nonlocal (Pippard type) and the response is 
determined by the large q part of the kernel. From Table 3. 1 we see that 1/ /...is 
increasing rapidly with thickness . IL seems reasonable to ask whether the 
observed difference between thin and thick films is a consequence of the 
difference in their electromagnetic response 
The concept of local vs . nonlocal is a purely equilibrium one . Similar con-
siderations hold true for the normal state also. In other words the concepts of 
locality and nonlocality have only to do with J - A relationship and not with the 
quasiparticle distribution. The proposed explanation of the low temperature 
decrease is based upon a disequilibrium of the quasiparticle and is intimately 
determined by the coupling to the condensate . It seems unlikely that the equili-
brium electrodynamics could account for the apparent absence of this mechan-
ism as the thickness increases. 
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An examination of the parameter A./~ = K. reveals a more plausible answer 
~ and A. are the m.f.p. corrected Ginzburg-Landau (not Pippard) coherence 
length and penetration depth respeclively and K. is the well-known G-L parame-
ter. From Table 3. 1 it is seen that this parameter crosses 1 when d ~ 800 A. A. 
determines the spatial size of variations of electromagnetic fields in the super-
conductor and ~ sets the scale of variations of the order parameter. The quasi-
particle distribution function is tied to the order parameter. When A. » ~ the 
ideas we have discussed apply. When A. < ~ the quasiparticles are affected by the 
order parameter over a wider region and the non-equilibrium effect could be 
suppressed. It is possible that the non-equilibrium current discussed above is 
counteracted (rather than suppressed) by an additonal quasiparticle current in 
phase with the electric field. This could explain why the thickest film seems to 
show a greater +ve k (t) than the equilibrium ideas imply. (See also the di scus-
sion in Sec. 10) . 
A more complete comparison of experimental results with the above theory 
requires extensive numerical computations of all the contributions consid er ed 
by (0 1) and (02) Thus the theory could be extended to all temper atures. Jn t he 
tempera lure range of interest here (0.38 < t < 0. 9), we have estimated tha.t the 
result wiJl still be the same but with a slightly smaller magnitude (we have con-
sidered only one term) Near Tc the calculations should agree wit h the G-L 
theory. We intend to carry out the detailed computations in the near future . 
Two further points of interest are mentioned below : 
(a) In the above approach the system (superconductor + field) is con-
sidered translationally invariant, i.e. there are no spatial dependenc es either in 
the electromagnetic response or in the response of the density of states , order 
parameter and quasiparticle systems. 
Thus only the temporal aspect of the response enters and results in current 
contributions that are either in phase or out of phase with the driving fields at 
every point in space. This holds true when A.» ~ · In the other limit A. « ~ space 
and time effects are mixed in and the situation is much more complicated. A 
complete non-equilibrium analysis of this case does not yet exist. 
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(b) Since the static current decreases the absorption, the result is like a 
"cooling" of the superconductor. From simple thermodynamic considerations, 
(as; BH )r = ( BM/ BT )H where S is the entropy and M the magnetic moment. 
Since (BM/ BT)H > 0 , (BS/ BH)T > 0 implies that on application of the field, the 
thermodyriamic requirement that the entropy should increase means that the 
system should respond in such a way as to apparently increase its temperature 
i.e. "healing". This was just the increase of absorption discussed in Sec .7 
"Cooling" effects then would appear to be in violation of this equilib r ium 
thermodynamic reasoning. The present explanation in terms of dynamic 
processes yields a novel perspective on this concept. Since c.J > 1/ T the system 
does not respond along equilibrium thermodynamic lines. The dynamic "cool-
ing" occurs only because we are examining the response at very short time 
scales . In non-equilibrium dynamic situations the Maxwell relation used above is 
not expected to hold and more sophisticated considerations regarding entropy 
production enter (L2). It would be interesting to analyse the present situatio n tn 
terms of irreversible thermodynamics. 
Discussion of In film results 
Only one film d = 500 A was studied for which the results for k (t) arc (see 
Fig 3. 15) 
k(t) > 0 
k(t) < 0 
= k(t) B8 
t > 0.65 
t < 0.58 
Thus the results are similar to those of the thinner Sn fllms 
except that 0.58 < tcr < 0.60 
With d = 500 A at t = 0.60 (i.e. ~ tcr) clear oscillations were 
observed with a period of approx. 0.3 G. It was observed that 
in the temperature region 0.58 - 0.65 the dependence of Rs on 
B0 was not monotonic. 
We make the following comments : 
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( 1) The results are similar to those for thin Sn films and the interpretation is 
the same. For high temperature the GL order parameter depression 
mechanism agrees with the results in sign ( +ve), magnitude and 
temperature-dependence. Better agreement was found with the K = 0 limit 
for which the temperature dependence is ( l - t 2) 2 ( 1 - t 4)-*. For very low 
temperature (0.4 < t < 0.65) k(t) is negative . The non-equilibriwn effect 
(eqn.(3.33)) gives the correct sign (- ve) and approx. magnitude. 
However an important difference between these results and the Sn r esults 
is the reduced temperature called tcr below which 6Rs < 0. For this In film 0.58 < 
tcr < 0.65. while for the Sn films 0.88 < tcr < 0.90 . The uncertainty is due the fact 
that k(t) is very small and the resultant signal is far from quadratic ln fa ct it is 
not even monotonic but seems oscillatory. We believe that this is an underlying 
effect whose understanding is beyond the present analysis. 
However from Fig .3.1 5 it is apparent that the experimental results are 
significantly below the GL theory at a slightly higher temperature ( ~ 0. 7) . lt 
would seem that the -ve effect is present at least up tot= 0.7. 
Thus it would seem that the non-equilibrium effect is significant in thi s th in 
In film for L ~ 0. 7 while for the thin Sn film it is significant for l ~ 0. 9 Our 
analysis of the non-equilibrium effect was restricted to 6 > > T whereas 6 = T at t 
= 0. 9 and 6 = 2T at t = 0 72. Fi;om a preliminary examination it see ms unlikely 
that an extension of the calculations to general temperature would explain this 
difference (see also next Sec .). 
11. Comparison with Previous Experiments on Bulk Superconductors 
A number of experimenters have studied the magnetic field dependence of 
the surface impedance of superconductors over the past 25 years (see G3,J l ,R2 
for a list of references). For the case of parallel static and microwave fields the 
results have complicated dependence on frequency, material parameters and 
crystal orientation. To date no satisfactory explanation has been proposed which 
accounts for the results . Even the qualitative aspects of the data remain to be 
explained. (For the case of perpendicular fields the results of Raynes (R2) 
indicate agreement with the theory). 
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In making a comparison of the results of this experiment with previous 
experiments the following notable differences should be borne in mind (see also 
the discussion at the begginning of this chapter). 
(1) The previous experiments were done at high fields (B0 ~Be) where PF·v0 » c..> 
and even T. Our calculations (S3, see also G3) show that at high fields 
results could get very complicated and Rs could decrease (Sec .9) . Indeed 
the results of (R2) confirm this. In this experiment B0 ~ 1 o-2Bc because of 
the great sensitivity. 
(2) The previous experiments were all on bulk and almost all pure supercon-
ductors where the limit is V ~ » 1. As we have earlier mentioned this could 
complicate the analysis considerably. Further the spatial dependence of the 
fields could cause further complications which are absent in the thin fl.ms 
studied here . 
(3) The intrinsic anisotropy of single crystalline bulk specimens would intro-
duce another complication. 
Despite these considerably diffe rent experimental situations the experi-
ments do fall into a similar class. There are striking qualitative similarities and 
differences . Quantitative comparisons are harder to make because 
(1) the earlier investigators quote 6Rs(B0) not k (t) 
(2) the quadratic coeffici ent cannot be inferred from their data because the 
experiments were unable to measure the absolute value of Rs as we have done in 
Ch.II. 
The main feature of all the experiments is the sign of 6Rs and its tempera-
ture dependence (i.e . of the sign) . Generally 6Rs seems to have one sign in one 
temperature range and the opposite one in another. Thus there exists a reduced 
temperature at which 6Rs is zero ( to within experimental uncertainty). We 
confine our remarks to this crossover temperature and the sign of 6R8 . 
( 1) The crossover temperature tcr 
A precise definition and measurement of tcr is complicated by two features. 
In this experiment we are directly examining the quadratic coefficient so that 
the definition is k(tcr) = 0. In the previous experiments only 6Rs is quoted and 
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the definition is 6Rs(tcr) = 0. The other complication arises from the additive 
nature of the effects that determine oR8 and that these could be differently 
affected by scattering. 
Despite these technical difficulties one interesting feature can be observed 
concerning tcr between the bulk data and the present thin film results. In the 
present experiment the results for Sn and In gives : 
Sn 
In 
0.88 < tcr < 0.90 
0.58 < tcr < 0.65 
We note our earlier discussion that for In the actual estimate 
could be higher if the GL term were accounted for. 
Glosser(G2) has given a list of the crossover temperatures observed in bulk 
by various experimenters . There is a high temperature crossover t ~ 0. 98 = 0. : 
which is not of relevance here. Interestingly the low temperature crossover 
seems to be in either of two narrow ranges 0.85 - 0.91 and 0.68 - 0.70 for a wide 
range of materials (Sn, Ta, In?), crystal orientation and frequency (1-2~ GHz) . 
The similarity between Glosser's and the present results is fairly striking. 
At t = 0. 9 6 = kT and it seems reasonable that below this temperature 
quasiparticle effects would come into their own. It is not apparent why the tem-
perature 0.7 should be significant. We can only note that at t = 0 72 , 6 = 2kT 
but it is not clear whether this has any implications . 
(2) Sign of 6Rs 
Having noted the similarity in tcr we now point out a striking difference in 
the sign of 6Rs above and below tcr· 
Previous Bulk Experiments 
t > tcr ( ~ 0. 9 or 0. 7) 
t < tcr 
The sign of 6Rs is exactly opposite to the present experiment 1 We examine 
possible reasons for this surprising feature . 
( 1) The different fl.el d configurations : In this experiment the static and 
high frequency fields are applied on opposite sides of film whereas in bulk they 
are of necessity on the same side. In other words the magnetic field (not 
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current) gradients are exactly opposite in the two cases. Since it is the induced 
current that is the fundamental quanlity this possibility seems unlikely. 
(2) The bulk results could be consequences of the high fields used while 
the present results are at low fields (see earlier discussion) . This can only be 
checked by repeating the bulk experiments with greater sensitivity. Jn this 
experiment comparable fields are not reached due to flux entering the thin fi.lm s 
(see Sec .3. 5 and Ch.JV) . 
(3) The most plausible reason is the wide difference in the ratio /..../ ~ 
between the present experiment and the bulk experiments Jn pure bulk Sn 
/..../ ~· "' 0.22 at low temperature while in the present experiment (Table I) /.... / ( 
varies from 2 28 to 0.89. We see a low temperature decrease of 6Rs for /.... / ~ > 1 
and for 1 > /..../ ~ 6Hs > 0 for all temperature . ln other words the diffe rence in 
sign could be ascribed to the different values of this ratio . 
This receives partial confirmation from the experiments of Richards (R l ) on 
bulk Sn and Sn doped with Jn. Starting from pure bulk Sn he doped the sampLes 
with Jn in order to reduce the m.f .p. He found that the high temperature (t > 
0. 9) decrease became positive with increasing In concentration . Very int erest-
ingly his results for the doped sample s are similar to the present re sult s for 
thicker films with A./ ( < 1. (His data still remain unexplained.) From hi s list of 
parameter s it seems that /..../ ~ i.s always < 1 which could explain why he did not 
see the low temperature negative sign in this experiment. (Richards has sur-
mised in (R l ) that l/ /....rather than A./~ is the relevant parameter). 
This picture is summarized in Fig .3.16 which is a sketch of the qualit a live 
feature s in all the experiments carried out to date . Curve (a) is for the thinne st 
films sludied in this work for whi.ch /..../ ~ >> 1. Curve (b) represents the r esults 
for the thicker films ( BODA ~ d ~ 2000A). This curve is similar to Richar ds' curve 
for bulk Sn samples with Jn concentrations between 0.2% and 1% and seems to be 
characteristic of samples with/..../~~ 1. Curve (c) is the typical result obtaine d 
with pure bulk specimens for which /..../ ( < < 1. 
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SUMMARY OF COMPARISON BETWEEN PREVJOUS BULK AND PRESENT THIN 
F'ILM RESULTS 
This analysis implies that 6Rs has a temperature dependent. sign which rev-
erse s almost exactly in going from the limit A./ f; > > 1 (Type II) to A./ f; < < 1 
(Type I). We use the word almost because tcr see ms to have more than one value 
(in the vicinity of 0.9 and 0.7) . For the case/.../ f; >> l we have associated the low 
temperature negative sign with a non-equilibrium quasipa rticle contribution. For 
the case A./ f; << 1 we can only speculate if a contribution of opposite sign arises 
due to space-time effects associated with the spatio.l variation of fields . 
12. CONCLUSIONS 
We have measured the effect of an induced static current on the microwave 
surface resistance of Sn films. Except for a narrow region of temperature (O.BR 
< t < 0. 9) for the thinnest films the surface resistance changes have a quadratic 
dep endence on the current . The quadratic coefficient was measured and com-
pared with calculations using the microscopic theory. 
At high temperatures (t > 0 . 9) and for all thicknesses the r esults can be 
described by Lhe the effects of the current in modifying the superconductor t o a 
new equilibrium stale with new parameters . This new equilibrium state is 
characterised by a depressed order parameter leading to an increased penetra-
tion depth and hence increased Rs (absorption) . Calculations of this effect based 
on the Ginzburg-Landau theory agree in sign ( +ve), magnitude and temperature 
dependence with the experimental results . 
For the thinnest films (d ~ 500A) and al low temperature (t < 0. 9) the sur-
face resistance was found to decrease with applied s tatic current. For this 
surprising "cooling" effect, we propose a novel explanation in terms of an addi -
tional quasiparticle current which is out-of-phase by rr with the applied 
microwave electric field . Estimates of this process based upon the microscopic 
theory agree in sign (-ve) and approximate magnitude with the experimental 
results . This is a non-equilibrium effect and has been proposed for the fir st time 
in the context of these measurements . The central idea behind this effec t is that 
in the combined presence of both static and high frequency currents the 
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quasiparticle distribution function counter-oscillates (with respect to the high 
frequency current) in order to satisfy the requirement that the total quasiparti-
cle number cannot change when c.J > 1/ T. This distribution function counteros-
cillation leads to the quasiparticle current mentioned above and hence to a 
decreased Rs· 
Further tests of these ideas could be carried out with regard to frequency 
dependence, material and scattering (i.e. effects of impurities). 
For thicker films {d ~ BODA) the surface resistance was found to increase 
with applied static current at low temperature (t < 0. 9). The experimental 
results apparently agree with calculations in the "clean" limit (1 > > (0) even 
though the material parameters do not satisfy this limit. Despite the fact that 
c.J » 1/ T still holds, because the current profile is not unjform across the film 
for thicker films, the non-equilibrium calculation discussed above (last para-
graph) is not expected to apply since it assumes uniform currents and local 
response. 
Examination of the material parameters indicates that due to space-time 
effects the non-equilibrium contribution apparently decreases in importance as 
the parameter /.../ ~ becomes smaller than 1. A comparison with previous bulk 
results (for which/.../~ << 1) indicates that this contribution either changes sign 
















List of Figures Ch.III 
Experimental Configuration and profile of applied fields used to 
measure k(t) 
Resonator with film, coil which produces magnetic field and hence 
induces current in the film, guard ring used to minimise edge 
effects. 
Coil replaced by a single turn carrying the same current ; its 
image used to calculate the resultant tangential field at the film. 
The resultant field lines are also shown. 
Radial profile of static B0 (r) and high frequency Bw(r). Dashed 
curve is a sketch of field profile in the presence of a guard ring . 
Microwave Circuitry and Data Acquisition System used to measure 
6V o< - 6 R8 . (See Sec.3.2,Ch.I11) 
Illustration of sequence of events involved in data acquisition 
(Sec.2 & 3) 
Sync or timing pulse from wave-form generator applying current 
to coil 
Magnetic field produced by coil. Induced current is the same 
Typical result of data acquisition. Al every upward lransition of 
sync pulse (points A,B) the PDP-11 computer initiates A-D of 400 
points. Plot (c) is the result of averaging many such lransitions. 
Typical result of data acquisition of -6V at high temperature 
Applied magnetic field waveform 
Negative of corresponding change (- 6V) in detector vollage after 
digitising and averaging by computer. This is typical response for 
t > 0. 9 and is proportional to 6R8 . Note that 6R8 increases quadrat-
ically with field. 
Same as Fig.3.4. This is typical response for t < 0.9 and for thin 














Fig.3 .1 3 
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- oV oc 6Rs for t > 0.9 and large applied field showing effects of 
induced flux. (a) Applied magnetic field (b) Resulting -oV D( 6Rs 
(see Fig.3. 7 and Sec.5 for discussion) 
Proposed explanation of high field effects resulting in induced flux 
(see Sec.4.3). 
Applied "large" magnetic field 
Resulting 6R8 
Induced current density J in the presence of flux 
Magnetic Moment of tllm 
6Rs is varying quadratically with J when J is changing and D( IM I 
when Mis changing.Mis measure of the flux induced in the film. 
Experimental results for k(t) for thicker (d ~BODA) films. 
Experimental results for absolute val·ue of k (t) for thinner fiJms (d 
~ 5ooA.) 
Experimental results of k(t,d) for Sn films . Solid lines are the 
results of calculating kGL(t,d) arising from the order parameter 
depression by the static current. 
Influence of scattering on the density of states in the presence of 
static current 
Weak scattering or "clean" case. Note the anisotropy due to Lhe 
direction of the current. 
"Dirty" case. Pair-breaking effects lead to a smearing of the BCS 
singularity and introduce states in the gap. The arusotropy is 
almost absent. Dashed curve represents the BCS density of states 
in the absence of current. 
Comparison of experimental results for thicker Sn films of k (t,d) 
with kq-eq(t,d) arising from the increase of quasiparticle number 
(solid lines) 
Comparison of experimental results for abs. value of k(t ,d) for 
thinner Sn films (d ~ 500A) with kq-ne(t,d) arising from the non-
equilibrium contribution discussed in Sec.6). Note that both data 






Current and field configurations in the presence of static and high 
frequency fields. Shown are the non-equilibrium and equilibrium 
contributions discussed in Ch.III. 
Experimental results for abs . value of k (t) for an In film d = 500A 
thick. The data fort~ 0.58 are negative . Also shown are kcL (s olid 
line) and kq-ne (dashed-dotted line) . 
Qualitative features of data obtained for bulk (previous experi-
ments) and thin films (present work). We have associated the 
parameter 'A/~ with the results . The present results have been 
obtained for 'A/~ >> 1 (thinnest films. curve (a)) and for 'A/~~ J 
(thicker films d ~ 800 A, curve (b)) while the bulk experiments 
were with pure superconductors with 'A/~ << 1 (curve(c)). 
Richards' work with bulk Sn doped with In seems to cover the 
range 'Al~ :G 1 to >> 1. His results for the "dirtier" sampl es 
V ~ :G 1 are qualitatively similar to the present results for thicker 
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TABLE 3.1 Material Characteristics of Sn Films stuclied in 6Rs(Bc) 
experiment 
Thickness rn.f.p . (a) Pen.depth(b) d/X l/X cob.length I Alf I 
' 
I 





260 240 1460 0.18 0.16 640 2.28 
I 







800 450 1122 
I 
0.71 0.40 875 1.28 / I 
i 
1000 510 1069 0.94 0.48 931 l.l5 I 
I I 
2000 680 960 2.1 0.7 1 1075 
I 
0.89 i 
(a) Measured from the normal state surface resistance Rn (see Ch.II) 
(b) >.. = Xp(O) (1+~011 . 331)*, Xp(O) = 510.t ~o = 2300A 
(c) ~ = 0.85 ( ~o l)* 
Ch.IV 
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High Frequency Critical Fields of Thin 
Superconducting :films 
When a transport measurement is carried out on a system by measuring its 
response to an external perturbation, the response is usually linear for small 
values of the perturbations. For larger values the results of the measurement 
often depend on the magnitude of the applied perturbalion fields . Jn this 
chapter we discuss the results of analysing such a situalion experimenlally and 
theoretically in superconducting films when microwaves are used to measure 
the impedance of the film and the results are expected to be dependent on the 
microwave field strength. 
The concept of the experiment that is analysed here is that the film formmg 
part of a resonator is irradiated by microwaves at the cavity resonant frequency 
(10.1 2 GHz). The film surface resistance Rs can be measured from the cavity Q 
There is no static current f]owing in the film (Ch.JJJ discusses such a case) . The 
experimental configuration is identical to that of Ch.IJ. 
Jn Ch.11 results were reported for these quantities when the microwave sur-
face field was low and the film impedance was independent of the microwave 
field strength. The measured quantities were characteristic of the equilibrium 
state since the perturbing fields were low . As discussed in Ch 11, the experimen-
tally measured surface impedance agreed with the thin film BCS calculated 
values with no adjustable parameters. This result means that the films studied 
were well characterised in their equilibrium state . This provides a firm baseline 
for the high-field results reported in this chapter. 
As the applied microwave field strength Bc.i is raised, we might expect that 
the measured quantities Rs and Xs would depend on Bc.i· Here the film itself is 
modified by the perturbation and the situation corresponds to the nonequili-
brium steady state (Ch.J, Sec.2 and Fig. l.1 region 11).The superconductor-
microwave interaction is now nonlinear . The purpose of the work reported in 
this chapter is to examine this nonlinear interaction. 
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A quantitative consideration of this interaction requires the absolute 
specification of the microwave surface magnetic field Be.; or the power P abs 
absorbed in the film . In this experiment we exploit the precise geometry of the 
microwave resonator; because of this geometry the microwave-film coupling is 
well defined. This enables us to specify Be.; and Pabs in absolute units. The change 
of the resonator Q as Bc.i is raised yields information regarding the dependence 
of Rs on Bc.i or P abs · 
Experimentally, an unexpected phenomenon was obs erved as th e 
microwave magnetic field Be.; incident on thin Sn films was raised by increasing 
the power incident to the resonator . The resonator Q did not change, to within 
experimental accuracy, until a field Bc.i = Bc.ic(t,d), which was well below the ther-
modynamic critical field for a thin film , was reached . When the inc ident power 
was raised further, the film reacted to prevent the surface fie ld from incre asing 
further. The resonator Q decreased steeply and the power absorbed increased -
both happening in such a way as to keep the field constant. 
This abrupt onset of increa sed absorption is indicative of a critical 
phenomenon and requires concepts beyond those discussed thus fa r in thi s 
thesis. Hitherto the perturbations of the BCS state were homogene ous and t he 
resulting perturbed state was considered stable . Here m examining this 
dynamic (high frequency) phenomenon we find that we have to go a bit fw"ther 
and include the notions of inhomogeneity and instability. 
The observed critical phenomenon of increased absorplion was shown 
experimentally to be associated with the increased penetration of applied field 
by measuring the transmitted power (as described in Ch.II .) A new mechanism 
is proposed for such a penetration via the formation of a vortex-anti vortex pair 
(S9) An equilibrium energy balance shows that this formation can oc cur at 
fields Bv well below the thermodynamic critical field. The observed values of Bc.ic 
are smaller than the calculated values Bv. indicating that the equili brium con-
siderations for the pair formation may be inadequate due to the finit e fr·equency 
of the applied field. Experimentally we have demonstrated that the thinner films 
( d < 1000A) are definitely thermally stable while the results for thicker films 
indicate that due to larger powers involved thermal effects cannot be ignored . 
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1. Principles and procedures of measurement of Q(Bmax) 
The basic principle of the measurement of impedance as a function of Bw 
are as follows : 
The experimental configuration was identical to that of Ch.II. At low incident 
power the resonator Q was measured (Ch.II) and verified to be independent of 
incident power. 
The maximum surface magnetic field Bmax ( which occurs on a circle of 
radius 0. 411 in) and the power absorbed Pabs were calibrated as described in the 
next section. The incident power was raised thus increasing Bw and P abs· The 
instantaneous Q was measured and from it the instantaneous Rs could in princi-
ple be determined. Below we describe the principle and procedures of the meas-
urement. 
For the TE011 mode (see Fig.1. 1), the microwave magnetic field Br.; a t the 
bottom plate.has a Bessel function J0(r) dependence on the radial dist ance out-
ward from the center (H5,J2). The maximum field Bmax is reached at 0 4~1 ins 
from the center. Note that there are no normal electric fields at the supercon-
ductor surface - a situation which was deliberately chosen in order to minimise 
possible dielectric losses . 
The absolute magnitude of Bmax can be determined from the relation for the 
TE01 1 mode: 
Bmax = 8.95 x 10-3 (Qo Pabs)* Gauss ( 4 1) 
where Q0 is the unloaded Q of the resonator and Pabs is the power absorbed in 
watts. 
The experimental procedure used to measure Bmax and Q as a function of 
Bmax is described below. 
1.1. Measurement of Bmax 
(1) The intrinsic unloaded Q of the resonator Q0 was measured first under 
the condition of weak coupling of both input probes as described in Ch.II. Q0 ¥.-2,s 
verified to be independent of probe position and input power. 
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(2) The pickup probe was kept fixed at the same position, say h 0 . The 
input or drive probe was then moved towards stronger coupling until it was criti-
cally coupled. Critical coupling (Ch.JI) was verified by observing the point at 
which the reflected power reduced to zero. Since spurious reflection could give a 
wrong indication of critical coupling it was necessary to cross check. At critical 
coupling the loaded Q must be Qc/c = Q0/ 2. This was verified to within 10%, 
demonstrating that there were no spurious reflections. 
(3) At critical coupling, all the power incident at the cavity is absorbed, i.e. 
Pi = P abs· Pi was measured by sampling the incident power using a directional 
coupler with a coupling of 22 db. The sampled power was measured with a power 
meter to an accuracy of 5%. Since there was some attenuation due to the 
remainder of the system from the sampled port of the directional coupler to the 
cavity input, this had to be accounted for. lncluding the losses of the coupler 
(0.5db) and the coax line(2.5db), this attenuation amounted to 3 db. 
Q0 and Pabs being thus determined, Bma.x was calculated from eq.(4.5). 
(4) Since the output port was weakly coupled, the heterodyned signal at 
steady state S01 p = ex P 01 p = ,Bcxk01 pBma/, where ex is the constant of propor-
tionality asssociated with the heterodyning system and k 0 ;p is determined by 
the coupling and mode geometry. ,B is the attenuation introduced by the 
attenuator included before the heterodyning system (see F'ig .1. 3). lf the output 
probe is kept fixed, the coupling, and hence ko/p• is uniquely determined. Thus 
S0;p 0( Bma/ independent of Qo , Pabs or the coupling of the input probe . This 
means that once Bmax was determined by procedures (1) to (3), S01 P was directly 
calibrated in Gauss. Changes in Bmax caused by changing Qo , Pabs or Pinc could be 
monitored through S0;p· 
Since the heterodyning system was susceptible to possible nonlinearities 
(i.e . ex dependent on P 01 p). a slight modification of the above technique was 
employed. S0;p was always kept fixed at 60 mv. p-p and changes in Bmax were 
determined by changing ,8. since Bmax = (k01 pcxS01 p)* ;*. The attenuator was 
found to be linear to 5% over a wide range of powers. Nonlinearities in the 
heterodyning system were thus eliminated once the power input to the system 
was kept fixed . 
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1. 2. Measurement of Q(Bmax) 
The intrinsic unloaded Q called Q0 of a resonator whose energy content is U 
is a measure of the rate of energy decay in the resonator :(see Ch.II) 
= 1 c.>U 
dU 
dt (4.2) 
1f Q0 is independent of U (and hence Br.i), this leads to the well known 
exponential decay U = U0exp(-t/ T), where T = Q0/ r.J is the time constant for 
energy decay. Determining T then yields Q0 as was done in Ch.II. 
When Q0 is dependent on Br.i, then we assume that eqn. ( 4. 2) is still valid 
·instantaneously and we use it to determine Q0 from the energy decay envelope. 
The time constant T(Br.i) was determined from the scope display of the energy 
content as obtained by heterodyning the pick-up probe output. Under conditions 









The determination of the field dependence of R8 from the measured Q is not 
straightforward because of the spatial variation of the field for the given mode 
configuration. A quantitative determination requires an assumption of the 
dependence computation of the resultant Q values and then comparison with the 
measured results. We do not go into the details of the procedure here since for 
the discussion that follows it is not of importance. 
In accordance with the procedures described in the last section, Bmax was 
first measured and S01 P correspondingly determined . From the scope display, 
the decay time was also measured and Q(Bmax) determined. For low levels of 
Bmax• it was verified that Qo was independent of Bmax and equal to the intrinsic 
unloaded Q of the resonator. 
Bmax was then increased by increasing the incident power. S0;p was kept 
fixed by changing the attenuation (3 - the new value of (3 being used to determine 
the new Bmax· The logarithmic decay rate T(Bmax) was measured from the scope . 
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Jt is sufficient to measure the decay rate just when lhe incident pulse is 
switched off (t = 0) as this gives the decay rate at Bmax · By changing Bmax and 
repeating the entire procedure T(Bmax) and hence Q(Bmax) was determined. 
We estimate that the errors in determining Bmax amount to ±25 % while the 
errors in Q are ± 1%. 
2. Results for Q(Bmax) 
Measurements of the resonator Q as a function of Bmax were carried out for 
all the samples described in CH.11. The experimental configuration of the sample 
was identical to that in the low field experiments - the sample formed the entire 
bottom plate while the remainder of the resonator was Pb plated onto Cu. 
(a) Full Pb/Cu resonator 
First it was necessary to establish to what extent the presence of the 
Pb/Cu part would contribute to the result s. Jn order to test this, an experiment 
was carried out with the bottom plate also 5µ Pb plated on Cu. 
In Fig .4. l. typical results for 1 / Q vs . Bmax are displayed at T = 1.5 K. The 
resonator Q was field independent until approximately BO G and decreased by a 
factor of approx. 3 at the highest field (which was 260 Gauss) reached with the 
maximum power avai.lable . Furthermore, as pointed out in Ch. II the contribu-
tion of the Pb part to the surface resistance was always well below 5%. Since the 
results on the Sn samples ( to be presented next) showed field dependent effects 
at fields well below 20 Gauss we conclude that the Pb plated part of the resona-
tor did not contribule to the results for Sn. 
(b) Sn/Sapphire results 
Fig .4.2 presents typical results for the Q of a resonator when the bottom 
plate consisted of the Sn films deposited on Sapphire discussed in Ch.II . 
Q(Bmax40) corresponds excellently with the value expected from the BCS theory 
incorporating thin film electrodynamics . 
Consider the results for the thinnest film with d = 190 A at T = 1. 5 K. As the 
surface magnetic field Bmax was raised by increasing the power, the resonator Q 
was unchanged to within the experimental accuracy (5%) until a field of 1.4 (± 
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0.35) Gauss was reached. Upon raising the input power further the Q began to 
decrease rapidly; however, it was found that the magnetic field could not be 
raised further. Thus there exists a threshold field which we call Bwc above which 
the surface magnetic field cannot be raised . Further increase of input power 
decreases the Q keeping the product QP abs oc Bwc 2 constant and hence the field is 
kept constant at Bmax = Bwc· Corresponding to Bwc there exists a critical thres-
hold power which we call Pc . 
These results indicate that for Bmax < Bwc the film could be described in 
terms of a uniform BCS superconductor. When Bmax = Bwc (and Pabs =Pc), a new 
process seems to turn on which makes such a description invalid. The supercon-
ductor responds to further increases in incident power by maintaining a con-
stant surface magnetic field Bons This forces the resonator to follow the load line 
determined by QP abs= const. 
As Fig 4 2 shows these features are true for all thicknesses that were stu-
died. though for the thicker films there was a slight decrease in Q before Bwc was 
reached. This decrease may be attributed to a small increase in temperature 
which became important for thick films where the values of Pc were fairly large . 
To summarize the results - there exists a threshold field Bwc (T,d) (and 
correspondingly a threshold power P c(T, d) ) which demarcates two different 
types of behaviour. Above the threshold values the film responds quite unlike a 
uniform BCS superconductor. As discussed later it was found that the measured 
values of Bwc were well below the thermodynamic critical field at which super-
conductivity is de stroyed. Jt was decided to explore why this apparently critical 
behaviour appeared unexpectedly at such low fields . 
2.1. Comparison of theory and experiment for Sn films 
We briefly compare the experimental results with the analysis which 
predicts that Rs should decrease with increasing microwave field. The details of 
the analysis are not discussed here (we refer to S2) but only the final results . 
The parameter A that describes the perturbing effect of the microwaves on 
the distribution function determines the magnitude of the expected decrease in 
the surface resistance (Sec.4.1) . For a given material A oc TB}. For all the films 
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studied the surface magnetic field could not be raised above a threshold field 
Br.ic(T,d) and correspondingly the absorbed power had an upper limiting value 
Pc(T,d) . Consequently A could not be raised above a maximum value Ac : 
(4. 3) 
For the Sn films for which systematic data as a function of thickness was 
obtained we have: N(O) = Bx 102 1 /eV, a1/ an = 0.527 at c.>=2rr 10.1 2x i 010 rad / sec 
and t = 0.5 . rJ = 0.48 is the correction factor due to the spatial inhomogeneity of 
the fields. Tis the quasiparticle scattering time. 
Using the calculated values from the literature (Ch.I) for T, the calculated 
results for Ac at T = 1.5 K is plotted as a function of thickness in Fig.4.3 (a). It is 
interesting that Ac~ 0.3 approximately independent of thickness. This is 
because experimentally Pc o< d up to d ~ 3600 A . It should be pointed out that 
eq. ( 4. 3) is strictly true for small d < >.. , lin in order that corrections due to spa-
tial decay of fields and quasiparticle diffusion are ignored. 
In F'ig .4.3(b) the results of the calculation for the expected maximum 
decrease in the surface resistance, 6Rs(Ac)/ Rs(O) = (Rs(Ac) -Rs(O))/ Rs(O ) , which 
is obtained for the maximum value A = Ac , is plotted as function of d for t = 0 5. 
The experimental results for the same quantity are also shown in the same 
figure. To within the experimental accuracy of 5% the predicted decrease was 
not observed in the Sn films studied up to the maximum rf fields Br.ic attainable . 
In e qn. 4. 3 all the quantities except T are experimentally determined or 
have reliable values taken from the literature. T was based upon a calculated 
estimate for the electron-phonon coupling and there are no direct experimental 
values available. In fact an observation of the effects predicted by ref.(S2) would 
lead to a measurement of T. 
If T were shorter than predicted by theory then the magnitude of the 
decrease from the analysis would be smaller, since 6Rs o< A o< T. In order for 
the calculated values to be less than 5% (the accuracy of the experiment ) T 
would have to be smaller by a factor of 4 for d= 200A and by a factor less than 2 
ford = 3600 A from the value T = 2 x 10-9 sec (Ch.I) at t = 0.5. 
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In other experiments (C2) it is reported that the scattering time TE (the 
sarn e as To in Ch. J except for a numerical factor) was reduced due to impurity 
elastic scattering in dirty Al films. This is qualitatively consistent with theoreti-
cal predictions (B2,Z l ). If the material parameter To is reduced, then the times 
TR and Ts and hence T (Ch.I) would also be reduced. 
However a reduced scattering time is not the only reason that the 
predicted decrease mi.ght not be observed. In the analysis of ref. (S2) the pho-
non system was assumed to be in equilibrium with the bath The thermal 
impedance (see section on heating effects) between film and substrate was 
ignored. The finite value of this impedance would lead to a non-equilibrium pho-
non distribution (usually called phonon trapping (Kl)) which would counteract 
the predicted decrease . This particularly affects TR (Kl) Unfortunately the 
question can only be settled by detailed numerical calculations and we have not 
pursued the matter any further. 
2.2. "Dirty" Al films 
It was earlier mentioned that one "dirty" Al film did show a decrease of sur-
face re sistance with increasing power. Since Ai has the longest Tit would be the 
most suitable material to study. This apparently promising result was not pur-
sued for two reasons: 
(a) The low field Rs was higher than the predicted BCS value by a factor 
approx. 10 (F'ig.4.6). Rs did not have the BCS temperature dependence either. 
"Dirty" Al films are well known to be granular. Josephson coupling between 
the grains is known to dominate the superconducting aspects of such films ancl 
the absorption mechanism according to BCS is likely to be inadequate. Because 
of this aspect, the interpretation of this decrease in Rs in terms of the model in 
ref. (S2) based on the BCS model seemed dubious. 
(b) Other films prepared under apparently identical conditions showed no 
change in Rs lo within 5% until the onset field was reached However Eons was 
the same (0.5G) . Thus the observed decrease seemed likely to be sensitive to 
morphological details of the film . 
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2. 3. Suggestions for further experiments 
In light of the above analysis we make several suggestions toward the possi-
ble observation of the predicted effects of ref. (S2). 
(a) Since Al has the longest T ( ~10-7 sec) among common materials it 
would be the most suitable material to study in pure form. In fact, gap enhance-
ment has been observed only in Al. However we need to go to lower tempera-
tures ( < 1. 3 K) which was not easily feasible. 
(b) The sensitivity of the measurement could be greatly enhanced by 
employing more than one frequency . One frequency could be used to excite the 
superconductor and another to measure its response . This could be done by 
employing a multimoded cavity. Care would have to be taken to avoid spurious 
nonlinearities. Such an experiment would be more complicated than the one 
described here, particularly if one were to be able to measure the power 
absorbed in the cavity. 
3. The High-Frequency or Dynamic Critical Field 
Earlier in this chapter, mention was made of an unexpected limitation on 
the maximum microwave field that could be applied to the superconducting 
films . When this field level was reache d, the absorption increased abruptly 
(Fig .4. 2) . This sudden or critical phenomenon cannot be understood in terms of 
a gradual departure from the homogeneous BCS ground state, but is rather indi-
cative of a threshold , whence a radically new process comes into play. The 
remainder of this chapter is devoted to an elucidation and identification of this 
process . 
Associated with the critical field Bwc is a critical absorbed power Pc . The 
two are rela ted by eqn. ( 4.1 ). Despite this interrelation it is possible t o associate 
effects due to either Bwc or Pc, e.g.thermal heating associated with absorbed 
power. We examine both case s in the subsequent discussion. 
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4. Thermal Effects : Experimental and analytical investigations 
First we consider effects associated with the absorbed power - particularly 
the question of thermal stability. Next we consider magnetic field effects. 
4.1. Steady State Temperature increase 
Since microwaves are absorbed it is natural to ask whether the increased 
absorption is due to a temperature rise caused by heating of the film. The 
energy absorbed by lhe film from the microwaves is transmitted to the sub-
strate and then to bath. There are. however. thermal boundary resistances at 
both the Sn / Sapphire and Sapphire / liq. He interfaces which could result in an 
increase in temperature of the film above the ambient given by the expression : 
(4. 6) 
where Rk is the thermal boundary resistance, Pabs is the power absorbed, A 
is the area of the film and 77=0 .48 is a geometric factor arising out of the spatial 
inhomogeneity of the microwave fields in the TE011 mode. The values of Rk 
reported in the literature are (T5): 
Rsn/ Sapphire ( T) 
29 cm2K/Watt = 
r3 
(4.7) 
Rsapphire/ liq.He (T) 
44 cm2K/ watt = T3 ( 4.8) 
For the 650 A film at T= 1. 5 K the temperature rise at Pabs =Pc is .6T = 5mK 
in the steady state. The change in Rs caused by a temperature rise of this magni-
tude is well below the accuracy of the measurement (5%) . Clearly the steady 
state temp. increase is inadequate to explain the onset behaviour described ear-
lier. We have experimentally verified this steady state temperature rise (see 
later in this section) . 
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4.2. Dynamic Thermal Instability 
The above consideration was limited to the steady state which was assumed 
to be stable . We turn now to the question of stability and show that there exists a 
threshold power absorption level above which the assumption of stability breaks 
down and compare this power level with the observed values of Pons(T,d). 
Consider the situation depicted in the accompanying figure. 
w 
Te= T Ph= T + ~ T 
T bath=T 
T bath= T 
The instantaneous temperature difference .6T between film and substrate is 
determined by the r a te equation : 
C :t (.6T) = A Pabs(T+.6T)- Rk .6T 
where C is the specific heat of the film material. Using the assumptions valid at 
T « T0 : 
we get: 
P 00 R H2 oo e-ti/ T abs s 
P (T+.6T) = P+ dP .6T 
dT 
C d(.6T) = 
dt 
.6 
P abs+ (P abs kT2 
The solution to this eqn is : 
.6T = (.6T)0 + A eDt (4 .. 9) 
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(tiT)o = P abs l_ 
C D 
- __Q__ !1A CD - Pabs 2 R kT k 
From the above eqns . it is clear that tiT --> (6T)0 as t --> 00 and hence the 
steady state is stable for D < 0. When D > 0, tiT--> oo at t--> 00 and the tempera-
ture diffe rence is unstable. Thus D = 0 defines a threshold power absorption leve l 
(4.10) 
Using eqn.(4.7) for Rk and A= 15 cm2 , eqn.(4.10) becomes, with Tin K : 
Pc(T) = 0.038 T5 watts ( 4.1 1) 
Of course tiT does not rise indefinitely when Pabs is above the critical value . 
One expects that when the temperature has risen to Tc superconductivity is des-
troyed. When that happens the above analysis has to be modified. However 
eqn.(4.11) correctly predicts a threshold power level for the occurrence of such 
a process . 
Eq. (4. 11 ) is compared with the experimental values of Pc at T = 1. 5 Kin 
Fig.4.4. It is immediately apparent that the values predicted by eqn (4 .11 ) are 
larger than Pc by a factor between 101-102 depending on thickness . Further-
more, whereas Pons 00 d approx ., eqn (4.11) predicts that Pc is independent of 
thickness . The reason is that thermal transport across the interface is only 
determined by the area ( the films were thin enough that temp . gradients across 
the films were expected to be negligible ) and is independent of the amount of 
material behind the interface. (Note further that the thicknesses d > 200 .A. are 
greater than the wavelength of thermal phonons which is approx< 100 .A.) 
The above considerations clearly rule out the possibility that the observed 
onset phenomenon was due to thermal heating of the film. 
We have also analysed the case of an unstable electron temperature . The 
analysis is similar to that above with the electron - phonon volume resistance 
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(determined by the electron - phonon scattering time T) replacing RK- Because 
the process is a volume effect, the resulting critical power d Pe-p 0( d, a3 are the 
experimental results. However, if this process were relevant, T would have to be 
longer (by "' 50) than predicted by theory. Since there is no other evidence to 
support this possibility, we feel that this process is unlikely to be applicable to 
the present situation. 
4. 3. Experimental examination of thermal heating effects 
Despite the indications of the analysis that thermal heating effects are 
unimportant, it is necessary to establish this as an experimental fact. Several 
experimental observations and checks carried out that reinforce this conclusion 
are described below. 
(a) The steady state temperature rise of the substrate was measured 
with an Aquadag thermometer. A strip of Aquadag was deposited on the sub-
strate and its temperature coefficient of resistance(TCR) measured between : .5 
- 4. 2 K With microwave power incident on the film the instantaneous tempera-
ture rise of the thermometer was observed as a change in resistance This 
change in resistance when converted into a temperature change from the meas-
ured TCR was never greater than 2 mK, an entirely negligible change 
(b) It was observed that B(.Jc was independent of pulse length, espe-
cially for thin films and low temperatures. Heating effects have a characteristic 
signature in being dependent on pulse length. In this observation we are using 
the film itself as its own thermometer since the surface resistance rises with 
temperature . For the thicker films the results were pulse length dependent and 
consequently we have concentrated on the thin films. 
( c) ln all the analysis carried out so far the assumption has been 
made that the boundary resistance between the superconductor and substrate 
was fairly well known. This assumption is very well justified . For the solid-solid 
interface, experiment and theory agree very well for the thermal boundary 
resistance (Ch. l,G l). There does exist a well known disagreement with theory for 
the solid - liq. He interface. Even there the experimental picture is well docu-
mented (T5). 
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Despile the confidence one can attach to the heat transport across the 
interface, it was necessary to verify that there did not exist pathological prob-
lems associated with the films that were used in this study. This possibility was 
examined by measuring Bons in the following situations : 
(1) First Bc.ic was measured with the resonator evacuated (usual 
configuration). Then liq. He was condensed into the resonator at 4.2 K so as to 
entirely fill the resonator. The apparatus was then cooled down and Bwc meas-
ured again. 
Because of bubbling in the liq. He , coupling to the cavity was difficult above 
the lambda point. Below 2.1 K when liq. He becomes superfiuid this problem did 
not exist and measurements were made as before. 
The meaured values for Bc.ic and Pc for the two cases were identical to within 
the experimental ace"!uracy. Since the thermal conductivity of superfl.uid He is 
infinite below 2.1 K. this result clearly demonstrated that the thermal conduc-
tivity of the material in contact with the film was not a limiting factor. Further-
more the dynamic response for Pinc > Pons was the same in both cases. In other 
words the two configurations were indistinguishable in their consequences on 
Rs, Bwc and Pc . Nucleate pool boiling, which might arise if a localized ared sud-
denly increased in temperature, would give a clear signature of instability. This 
was not observed. 
(2) The above experiment still did not eliminate possible substrate effects 
on the results, since the heat conduction could take place via two channels - film 
- substrate - He and film - liq . He . In order to eliminate entirely the effects of 
the first channel an experiment was carried out with identical films evaporated 
on sapphire and an optically polished glass disc. 
Since the glass substrate had a thermal conductivity Rj 103 times smaller 
than sapphire it was impossible to carry out measurements unless the film was 
in direct contact with liq. He . Once again below the lambda point measurements 
of Bc.ic and Pc were carried out. The results for the glass substrate were identical 
to those of the sapphire substrate to within the experimental accuracy 
These two sets of experiments demonstrated that the measured values of 
Bwc and Pc were the same to within the experimental accuracy of ± 35 % for the 
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three configurations -- vacuum-film-sapphire, liq. He - film-sapphire and liq.He -
film-glass . These results clearly demonstrated that the observed critical 
phenomenon was not due to possible thermal heating effects associated with the 
absorption of microwaves. 
From the experiments described above we conclude that the film is 
apparently stable at the absorbed critical power, especially for thin films. Ther-
mal instability as a possible cause for the observed critical behaviour can be 
categorically ruled out. 
We now examine effects associated with the magnetic field. 
5. Thermodynamic Critical Field 
We now turn to the examination of magnetic field effects as possible 
mechanisms for the observed critical phenomenon. 
It is well known that there exists a critical field at which the homogeneous 
superconducting state is destroyed. The details of the magnitude of the critical 
field and the response of the superconductor when this field is applied depend 
on the nature of the superconductor i.e. whether Type-I or Type-II. In either case 
one would expect that when this field is reached the superconductor would show 
an abrupt increase in absorption, largely because of the appearance of normal 
inclusions. 
For a thin film with a field applied on one side and zero field on lhe other 
(Fig.4.6 a), a current is induced in the film. (Ch.II & Ch.lll) . When the current 
reaches the Ginzburg-Landau critical current,depairing sets in and the film 
makes a transition to the normal state. Douglass (Dl) has derived an expression 
for the critical field under such conditions for a thin local film with d <<"A: 
(4.12) 
where Bea is the bulk critical field. As d >>"A then Be= Bee· 
In Fig.4.5(a) we plot the experimental results for Bwe for d = 190 A along 
with the values calculated from eqn. ( 4. 12). It is evident that the experimental 
values lie well below the calculated values indicating that homogeneous 
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destruction of the superconductor was not responsible for the observed critical 
phenomenon. 
6. Vortex Pair Generation 
We now turn to the possibility of inhomogeneous destruction of supercon-
ductivity. 
In bulk superconductors the nature of field penetration into the supercon-
ductor on the sample at large applied field s is dependent on the type of super-
conductor (Bl). In type I superconductors normal sheets or laminae develop. In 
type II it is favourable for the field to penetrate into the sample in the form of 
quantized vortex lines . 
Trun films in perpendicular fields also exhibit Type II behaviour (H l ) forming 
vortices perpendicular to the film plane. However in the present configuration 
the magnetic field is parallel to the film and applied on one side only - surpris-
ingly a rather uncommon configuration. Consequently we have had to develop a 
new idea regarding penetration by formation of vortices (This was first 
reported in (SlO)) . 
For the thin films under consideration, d < ~ and it is energetically 
unfavourable to form a vortex line parallel to the film plane . 
Consider the situation depicted in Fig.4.6(a) and (b). Starting from 
Fig.4.6(a) which depicts the Meissner state, let a small normal "bubble" form as 
in (b) . We consider this bubble to be in the form of two vortices of opposite sign 
almost superposed on each other. The current induced in the film by the mag-
netic field tends to push this vortex-antivortex pair apart. At the same time the 
vortices tend to attract each other (P3). The attractive interaction energy can 









r «/\. (4 .1 3) 
r»A 
where A= A. 2/ d is called the transverse penetration depth and ~ is the core 
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radius (taken to be the coherence length). The repulsive potential due to the 
field( current) is just U = - stioH/ 4rrr. The configuration of Fig .4.6(c) will be 
energetically stable at a maximum field which is obtained for a separation r ~A, 
since the interaction falls off exponentially at larger distances . From an energy 
balance at this distance we get for the critical field at which the pair is just 
stable : 
\Oo [A] Bv = TTA.2 ln T (4.14) 
to within a numerical coefficient of order unity . 
Eq.4.14 represents a threshold field above which the vortex pair dissociates 
under the action of the external field . We now show that under certain conditions 
Bv(d)from eq.4.1 5 can be smaller than the critical field Bc (d) from eqn.(4.1 2) . 
Using the Ginzburg-Landau value for the bulk critical field (Tl) : 
\Oo 
Bea = 2"'12rrt (T)t.. (T) 
Thus this mechanism predicts a critical field smaller than the thermodynamic 
value by a factor of order 
This factor is << 1 if t «A . This is basically equivalent to the statement that 
the size of the vortex core t has to be much smaller than the range of interac-
tion A This factor is proportional to 1312 and so the vortex pair dissociation field 
is well below the thermodynamic value when the m .f.p . is reduced (which also 
happens if the thickne ss is reduced). 
We compare the experimental values for B"'c with the calculated values in 
Fig . 4. 5( a) and (b) along with the G-L critical field . Two comments are appropri-
ate : 
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(1) Fig .4. 5 displays the fact that Bv is smaller than Be the thermodynamic criti-
cal field as the thickness is decreased - this was demonstrated earlier. 
(2) Experiment and the theory for Bv approach each other as the thickness 



















The calculation of Bv is strictly valid in the limit d , ~ « A and so is more 
applicable to thinner films . Note further our comments that thermal effects may 
impact on the resuJts for thicker films. 
We regard these r esults as indicative that the proposed vortex-pair genera-
tion mechanism is responsible . for the observed critical behaviour at least for 
the thicker films. 
We have further attempted to experimentally test the se ideas in the follow-
ing ways: 
(1) EXCESS THANSMJSSION 
In Fig .4. 6(c) the microwave field has penetrated to the other side of the 
film . If this actually occurs then it should manifest itself as excess transmission 
through the film. 
This was verified by measuring the transmitted power Pxmitt as described in 
Ch.II. For Bc.i < Bc.ic and Pabs <Pc , Pxmitt was linearly proportional to the power 
incident to the resonator. When Bc.i = Bc.ic and the incident power was raised 
further, Pxmitt began to rise steeply (faster than linear), as is to be expected if 
the field begins to penetrate. 
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(2) SUPPRESSION BY MODIFICATION OF BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
A process like the vortex-pair generation should be sensitive to the elec-
tromagnetic boundary conditions. This is because in Fig.4.5 the field 
penetrates from vaccum on one side of the film to vacuum on the other. We have 
tested to see if the generation process could be suppressed by employing the 
configuration of Fig.4.5(d). 
F'irst a 500 A film of Al was evaporated onto the sapphire substrate. It was 
exposed to air for 20 mins. whence it forms a dielectric oxide layer on the sur-
face Then 600 A Sn was evaporated onto this configuration. The experimental 
observations were : 
(a) The Tc of the Sn was unchanged, showing that the oxide suppressed the 
proximity effect as desired. 
(b) the measured resonator Q as a function of Bmax is shown in Fig .4.7. Also 
shown for comparison is the result for the usual configuration with d = 650 
A for Sn. Fig.4. 7 indicates that the Al ground plane apparently suppressed 
the critical behaviour. 
The decrease of Q at high fields is associated with the large absorption in 
the normal Al film resulting in heating since it was pulse length dependent 
(c) If the critical phenomenon were thermal then this configuration should 
enhance not suppress it since we have introduced two additional interfaces. 
In this configuration the vortex pair generation is suppressed because of 
the normal Al film acting as a "ground plane". Motion of the vortices is hinder ed 
by eddy currents generated in the Al film - the ground plane effectively pins the 
vortices. In other words the vortices are not free to move - in this picture, their 
motion gives rise to the sharp increase in absorp t ion observed in Fig. 4.2. 
6.1. Static and High Frequency fields 
Hitherto we have used static concepts to understand the action of a high 
frequency field. Preliminary experiments have been carried out to see if these 
ideas apply to the static case. 
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For the measurement of a static critical field applied to one side of the film 
(not a usual configuration) the experimental setup used was identical to that of 
Ch.III. It was observed that at low temperature (t < 0.9) flux was irreversibly 
trapped into the film at a field level B0 = Bfi . 
Measured values for Bfi(T,d) for d = 190 A are shown in Fig. 4.0 along with 
B"'c , Bv and Be . We make the follo-wing comments: 
(a) The measured static field Bfi(t,d) was larger than the high frequency 
critical field Be.Jc• though still smaller than the thermodynamic critical field. 
(b) Bfi is comparable to the vortex pair generation field Bv which is reason-
able since Bv was derived using static concepts. 
( c) Interestingly, the static transition at Bfi was irreversible - when the 
field was removed the resonator Q was irreversibly reduced implying that vor-
tices or flux lines were irreversibly trapped either at pinning sites or at the 
edges. 
(d) The critical current corresponding to Bfi agrees with the results 
reported in the literature for wide , flat samples (T7) . 
For the high frequency case the transition (Fig.4.2) al Br.ic was completely 
reversible . 
Comments (a),(b) and (c) are consistent with relating the high frequenc y 
field B"'c with Fig.4.6(b) and the static field Bfi with Fig.4.6(c). In Fig. 4.6(c) we 
are implicitly assuming that the constituents of the pair have had all the time to 
reach full maturity as macroscopic objects with quantized angular momentum. 
In Fig. 4.6(b) the bubble (" surface roton" ?) merely oscillates and does not have 
time lo dissociate. 
We might ask how far a vortex travels in 10-10 secs. Using purely classical 
(i.e. Maxwell's) eqns. it can be shown that a normal front propagates one normal 
state skin depth An corresponding to the frequency e.>. For these materials 
An :;::j 1µ at 10 GHz and this is expected to be the bubble size . Joule heating which 
has been ignored tends to increase this estimate . 
COMMENT ON QUASIPARTICLE DYNAMICS 
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The analysis used thus far involved macrosopic considerations of quantized 
vortices. In Ch.lll we considered the microscopic quasiparticle dynamics . 
Interesting questions arise when one considers the action of rapidly varying 
large fields applied to a superconductor and the consequent quasiparticle 
response . Using the ideas of Ch.lll, the density of states, order parameter and 
quasiparticle distribution oscillate at the applied frequency . When the fields are 
large one has to consider if the distribution function is dynamically stable . This 
aspect is particularly interesting in the context of the stabilily of non-
equilibrium states (T6) . We have considered the case of instability of the elec-
tron temperature (Sec .4) . It would be interesting to examine the micros copic 
distribution function response in this case in order to see if the observe d onse t 
is related to an instability of the distribution func lion. 
7. Conclusions 
A dynamic or high frequency critical field was observed experiment ally as 
an abrupt onset of inc reased microwave abs orption of thin superc onducting 
film s at the critical field level. This field level was well below the th ermodynamic 
field level. Experimental and theoretical analyses unequivocally demonstra te 
that this onset is not associated with thermal heating effects . A m odel for the 
inhomogeneous destruction of· superconductivity via formation of a vo rtex-
antivortex pair is proposed . The formation of the vortex pair lead s to pene tra-
tion of the field through the film and hence to increased absorption. Calcula-
tions of this pair-generation critical field for thin dirly films agree with the 
experimental results for the thinnest films. Further experimental support fo r 
this model was obtained by obse rving that the transmiss ion through the film 
increased when the critical field was reached and that this process was 
suppressed by a metallic ground plane . 
Fig .4.1 






Figures for Ch.N 
1 / Q(Bmax) vs . Bmax for homogeneous Pb / Cu resonator . 
Q(Bma:x)/Q(O) vs. Bmax for Sn on Sapphire films. 
Comparison of experimental results for Sn films with the calcula-
tions of ref .(S2) . 
(a) Maximum value of parameter A = Ac (eq .4. 3) for 
Bmax =Be.Jc 
(b) Experimental and expected changes in Rs at 
Bmax = B""c for different thicknesses. 
Experimental values for the critical power Pc compared with 
eq.(4. 11 ) based on a dynamic thermal instability (solid line) . 
o 200A., x 440A , a 65oA. . * sBooA. . 
Experimental values for B""c(T,d), vortex pair generation field 
Bv(T,d) ( eq. 4.1 4) and thermodynamic critical field Bc(T,d) 
(eq.4 .1 2) . 
(a) vs . temperature ford= 190A. 
(b) vs . thickness for T = 1.5K. 
Curves (a) Be (b) B""c 
Expected sequence of events illustrating the penetration of mag-
netic field (Fig.a - c) via the formation of a pair of vortices . Fig .(d) 




Comparison of the results for a bare 650A Sn film and that of 
Fig.4.6 (d) . Note that the ground plane has suppressed the critical 
behaviour. 
Comparison of experimental values for static critical field Bt1 (6), 
dynamic critical field Ewe (0), vortex pair generation field Bv 
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